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Abstract We provide general derivations of the partial slip boundary condition from microscopic
dynamics and linearized fluctuating hydrodynamics. The derivations are based on the assumption of
separation of scales between microscopic behavior, such as collision of particles, and macroscopic be-
havior, such as relaxation of fluid to global equilibrium. The derivations lead to several statistical
mechanical expressions of the slip length, which are classified into two types. The expression in the
first type is given as a local transport coefficient, which is related to the linear response theory that de-
scribes the relaxation process of the fluid. The second type is related to the linear response theory that
describes the non-equilibrium steady state and the slip length is given as combination of global trans-
port coefficients, which are dependent on macroscopic lengths such as a system size. Our derivations
clarify that the separation of scales must be seriously considered in order to distinguish the expressions
belonging to two types. Based on these linear response theories, we organize the relationship among
the statistical mechanical expressions of the slip length suggested in previous studies.
Keywords Hydrodynamics · Boundary Condition · Slip Length · Green–Kubo formula · Linearized
fluctuating hydrodynamics
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation of the paper
Over the past two decades, interest in applying hydrodynamics to nano- and micro- scale system
have increased, because of the remarkable developments in experimental techniques for small-scale
systems [1–4]. From a large number of studies on this topic, it is confirmed that certain specific fluids
confined in such systems slip on the solid surface but behave accurately as Newtonian liquids in the bulk
region [5–14]. This result indicated the breakdown of macroscopic hydrodynamics that the behavior of
fluids are described by the solutions of the Navier–Stokes equation with stick boundary condition. Here,
the stick boundary condition means that a fluid has no relative velocity when in contact with a solid
surface [15]. Determining the correct boundary conditions to replace the stick boundary condition, is
one of the important challenges in hydrodynamics.
Slipping at the solid surface is often characterized by the partial slip boundary condition [16].
Specifically, the slip velocity vs of the fluid at the wall is taken to be linearly proportional to the shear
rate γ˙ at the wall as [17–19]
vs = bγ˙, (1)
where the slip length b represents the distance beyond the surface of the wall at which the fluid velocity
extrapolates to zero. Much effort has been spent in investigating factors that affect the slip length such
as surface roughness [20–22] and wettability [23–25].
In this paper, we shall try to describe the partial slip boundary condition by underlying micro-
scopic theories and linearized fluctuating hydrodynamics. The derivation of hydrodynamics from the
microscopic theories is one of the main problem in nonequilibrium statistical mechanics [26–34]. Its
principle objectives consist of two aspects. The first one is to determine the macroscopic equations and
investigate the limits of their validity. The second one is to provide microscopic descriptions of the
transport coefficients and investigate the relationship between the transport coefficients and the micro-
scopic parameters. Regarding the partial slip boundary condition, several research groups attempted
to derive its microscopic description and proposed some different statistical mechanical expressions of
the slip length [35–43]. However, these expressions are all different in form and no relationships among
each other are known. To make matters worse, some of them appear to be inconsistent with each
other [37, 41, 44]. Then, this proliferation of the expressions remains a controversial point. Therefore,
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the goal of this paper are: i) to provide the complete derivation of the partial slip boundary condition;
and ii) to organize the expressions of the slip length found in the literatures based on the unified theory.
1.1.1 confusion between two linear response theories: local vs global
Fig. 1 model using by Kirkwood
Fig. 2 model using by Bocquet and
Barrat
There is a confusing problem that occurred in the proliferation of the statistical mechanical ex-
pressions for the slip length, which was emphasized by Petravic and Harrowell [37]. Specifically, some
expressions with the identical form provide the different value. We below give a detailed explanation
on this problem. Solving this problem is our main motivation to explore the complete derivation of the
partial slip boundary condition.
The linear response theories concerning the boundary condition may be divided into two groups.
One is related to global transport coefficients and another local transport coefficients. First, we give
the example of the global linear response theories. We consider the motion of a macroscopic sphere
through a fluid (Fig. 1). When the velocity of the sphere, V K , is sufficiently small, the total force
acting on the sphere, FK , is expressed as
FK = −γKV K, (2)
where γK is the friction coefficient of the sphere. From microscopic mechanics, Kirkwood derived a
microscopic expression for the friction coefficient, γK, in the form [26]
γK =
1
3kBT
∫ ∞
0
dt〈FˆKt · FˆK0 〉eq, (3)
where kB denotes the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature of the fluid, 〈·〉eq a canonical ensemble
average at temperature T , and FˆKt the total microscopic force exerted on the sphere by the fluid at
time t.
When the fluid satisfies the Navier–Stokes equation, Kirkwood’s formula (3) involves the boundary
condition. For example, the friction coefficient for a viscous fluid at low Reynolds number is given by
γK = CηR, (4)
where η is the viscosity of the fluid, and R is the radius of the sphere. The numerical coefficient C
is equal to 4pi for the perfect slip boundary condition and 6pi for the stick boundary condition. Here,
the perfect slip boundary condition means that the velocity of the fluid normal to the sphere at the
boundary is equal of that of the sphere in this direction and the shear stresses on the sphere are equal to
zero. This expression (4) is directly obtained from (3) by employing the fluctuating hydrodynamics [45–
47]. By recalling that γK is the friction coefficient defined from the difference between the velocity of
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the sphere and the fluid at infinity, we notice that Kirkwood’s formula (3) may contain the global
information of system. Recently, Itami and Sasa reported such global nature of Kirkwood’s formula
for some configurations [47, 48].
Second, we explain the local linear response theory for the partial slip boundary condition, which
was given by Bocquet and Barrat [35]. They considered a fluid in a semi-infinite container with a
stationary plane wall (Fig. 2) and focused on the friction force between the fluid and wall, defined by
FBB = −γBBuBB, (5)
where FBB is the force acting on the wall and uBB is the difference between the velocity of the wall
and the fluid on the wall. Then, they proposed the microscopic expression for the friction coefficient
γBB in the form [35]
γBB =
1
SkBT
∫ ∞
0
dt〈FˆBBt FˆBB0 〉eq, (6)
where S denotes the surface area and FˆBBt the total force between the wall and fluid at time t.
Furthermore, they proposed that the slip length is related to γBB as
b =
η
γBB
. (7)
The expression (6) provides a useful tool to extract the relationship between the slip length and the
microscopic properties of the fluid and wall [23, 24, 49, 50]. For example, a quasi-universal relationship
between the slip length and the static contact angle was derived from this expression [23, 24]. We
note that (6) contains only the local information of system because it is defined by (5). Actually,
some theoretical works proposed that the slip length is the local quantity as well as the viscosity of
fluid [49, 51].
We notice that Kirkwood’s formula (3) and the formula of Bocquet and Barrat (6) (referred to as
BB’s formula throughout this paper) are same in form. However, they contain the information of the
boundary condition in different forms. Specifically, one contains the global effects and another contains
only the local effects. Therefore, the problems to be considered are “What is the difference between
these expressions?” and “How are these expressions distinguished?”.
This paper provides the solution of this problem. Our strategy is to introduce the assumption of
separation of scales in the explicit form and to carefully employ this assumption at each step of the
derivation of the partial slip boundary condition. Indeed, it is accepted that the separation of scales
plays the central role in the derivation of hydrodynamics since the pioneer work by Kirkwood [26].
As a related study, Bocquet and Barrat suggested a tentative prescription to solve this problem [44].
They proposed that in order to obtain the correct slip length from (6), the large system size limit L→∞
should be taken before performing the time integration to infinity:
γBB = lim
τ→∞ limL→∞
1
SkBT
∫ τ
0
dt〈FˆBBt · FˆBB0 〉eq. (8)
In this paper, we demonstrate that their prescription does not provide the final answer to clear up the
confusion between Kirkwood’s formula (3) and BB’s formula (6), and the separation of scales must be
seriously considered when we discuss the microscopic description of the partial slip boundary condition.
1.2 A quick look of the paper
To give readers an overview of this long paper, we now briefly summarize our results.
Throughout this paper, we consider the fluid enclosed between two parallel walls separated by a
fixed distance. We refer to the lower and upper walls as walls A and B, respectively. By moving the
walls parallel to each other, uniform shear flow is induced (See Fig. 3). The walls are placed parallel
to xy-plane and x-axis is chosen as the direction in which the walls move. The velocities of walls A
and B are represented by VA and VB , respectively. Then, we focus on the boundary conditions that
are imposed on the velocity field at walls A and B. This paper is divided into three parts:
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Fig. 3 Schematic illustration of our model.
1. Derivation of the partial slip boundary condition from the microscopic particle system (Sects. 2, 3,
4, 5, 6)
2. Verification of our microscopic deviation (and alternative derivation) from the fluctuating hydro-
dynamics (Sects. 7, 8, 9)
3. Relationship with the previous studies and discussion (Sects. 10, 11)
Throughout this paper, we clarify it inevitable to seriously consider the separation of scales when
we discuss the microscopic expressions of the slip length.
1.2.1 microscopic particle system
The first part is devoted to the derivation of the partial slip boundary condition from the microscopic
particle system. The fluid consists of N particles and walls A and B are represented as collections of
material points placed in planes z = 0 and z = L, respectively (Sect. 2). Such walls are often called
“atomically smooth surface”. The collection of positions and momenta of all particles is denoted by
Γ = (r1,p1, · · · , rN ,pN ). Similarly, the collections of positions of the material points that comprise
walls α are denoted by Γα = (qα1 , · · · , qαNα), where Nα is the number of the material points of wall
α. The key idea of our derivation is to explicitly employ the assumption of the separation of time and
length scales.
In our system, we may consider two characteristic time scales; one is a time scale of the microscopic
motion of molecules, denoted by τmicro, and the other is a time scale of the global equilibrium of fluid,
denoted by τmacro. We assume the separation of scales, which is represented by τmicro  τmacro.
More precisely, we may express the separation of scales in terms of the behaviors of time correla-
tion functions (Sect. 4). For example, we focus on the microscopic momentum density field pˆi(r;Γ ).
Because this quantity corresponds to a slow variable to describe the macroscopic motion of fluid, the
autocorrelation function is expected to behave as
〈pix(r, τ)pix(r, 0)〉eq
{
> 0, for 0 < τ ' τmacro,
' 0, for τmacro  τ,
(9)
where 〈·〉eq is a canonical ensemble average at temperature T . We next consider the microscopic total
force acting on the fluid from wall A, FˆA(Γ ;Γ
A). Because this quantity is not the slow variable, the
autocorrelation function decays to 0 at the microscopic time scale τmicro. However, at the macroscopic
time scale τmarco, this quantity is coupled with the macroscopic motion of the fluid. Then, the autocor-
relation function becomes non-zero at τmacro, and after a longer time than τmacro, the autocorrelation
function completely relaxes. In summary, we conjecture that the autocorrelation function behaves as
〈F xA(τ)F xA(0)〉eq

> 0, for 0 < τ ' τmicro,
' 0, for τmicro  τ  τmacro,
6= 0, for τ ' τmacro,
' 0, for τmacro  τ.
(10)
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We introduce the lower and upper cut-off times τmeso and τss for the macroscopic motion of fluid.
Because τmacro is the characteristic time related to the macroscopic behavior, τmeso and τss satisfy the
relation
τmicro  τmeso  τmacro  τss. (11)
Based on these behaviors, we consider the following quantity:
γAA(τ) ≡ 1
kBTAxy
∫ τ
0
dt〈F xA(t)F xA(0)〉eq, (12)
where Axy is the are of the wall A. This quantity resembles to Kirkwood formula or BB’s formula, but
time integration is performed up to finite time τ .
Combining the fluctuation theorem (Sect. 3) and assumption of the separation of scales, we can
construct two linear response theories; One is related to the lower cut-off scale (τmeso-scale) and another
the upper cut-off scale (τss-scale). Suppose that the fluid has the velocity field u(r) = (u
x(z), 0, 0) at
time τ = 0. We focus on the relaxation process of the fluid. The first linear response theory describes
the macroscopic behavior of fluid at the time τ = τmeso (Sect. 5). For example, the force acting on wall
A at τ = τmeso, 〈F xA(τmeso)〉, is expressed as
〈F xA(τmeso)〉 ' −γAA(τmeso)(ux(z1stA )− VA), (13)
where z1stA is the position of the first epitaxial layer near wall A (see Sect. 5 for detail explanation).
This means that the force acting on wall A at τ = τmeso is expanded in the difference between the wall
velocity and the fluid velocity near wall A. The second linear response theory describes the macroscopic
behavior of fluid at τ = τss (Sect. 6). For example, the force acting on wall A at τ = τss, 〈F xA(τss)〉, is
expressed as
〈F xA(τss)〉 ' −γAA(τss)(VB − VA). (14)
This means that the force acting on wall A at τ = τss is expanded in the difference between the wall
velocities VA and VB .
We note that (13) is the local linear response relation and corresponds to the theory given by
Bocquet and Barrat [35], while (14) is global linear response relation and corresponds to the framework
of Kirkwood’s formula [26]. By employing these linear response theories, we can derive the partial
slip boundary condition and obtain some statistical mechanical expressions of the slip length in the
literatures.
1.2.2 linearized fluctuating hydrodynamics
In the second part, we exactly calculate the behavior of the time correlation function from τmeso to τss,
and discuss importance of the separation of scales and the validity of the expressions of the slip length
obtained in the first part. For this purpose, we employ the linearized fluctuating hydrodynamics.
Suppose that the fluid is enclosed between two parallel walls (wall A and B), separated by L. We
assume that in the bulk the motion of fluid is described by the linearized fluctuating hydrodynamics
and on the wall α = A,B by the partial slip boundary condition with the slip length Bα (Sect. 7).
Then, we focus on the autocorrelation function, 〈FA(t)FA(0)〉, of the force acting on the wall A, FA,
in equilibrium.
We can exactly calculate the autocorrelation function 〈FA(t)FA(0)〉 owing to the linearity of this
problem (Sect. 8). The result is given by (154). Then, if the linearized fluctuating hydrodynamics
accurately describes the fluid motion from τmeso to τss, a part of the assumption (10) imposed in the
first part may be replaced with more explicit form (154).
From the exact expression, we demonstrate that the linearized fluctuating hydrodynamics is con-
sistent with the two linear response theories derived in the first part (Sect. 9). Specifically, the two
relations, (13) and (14), are obtained from the linearized fluctuating hydrodynamics. This means that
the framework of the linearized fluctuating hydrodynamics provides the alternative derivation of the
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statistical mechanical expressions for the slip length derived from the underlying microscopic dynamics.
We note that these rederivations from the fluctuating hydrodynamics are valid beyond the atomically
smooth surfaces in contrast with the derivation from the underlying microscopic theories.
The results mentioned above holds only for finite-size systems. For infinite-size systems with L → ∞,
by carefully dealing with the order of limits, we obtain
lim
t→∞ limL→∞
∫ t
0
ds〈FA(s)FA(0)〉 = 0. (15)
We notice that this equation denies the tentative procedure of Bocquet and Barrat explained in
Sect. 1.1.1. Instead, our calculation proposes that in order to obtain the correct slip length, the inte-
gration range of BB’s formula must be given by [0, τmeso] even for the infinite system.
Thus, we confirm that introducing the separation of scales is inevitable when we discuss the statis-
tical mechanical expressions of the slip length.
1.2.3 relationship with the previous studies
As explained in Sect. 1.1.1, there are several different expressions of the slip length previously suggested.
We organize these expressions in terms of two linear response theories belonging to τmeso- and τss- scales
respectively (Sect. 10).
We focus on four different expressions, which were first proposed by Bocquet and Barrat [35],
Petravic and Harrowell [37], Hansen et al. [39], and Huang and Szlufarska [40]. In this paper, all of
them are derived by employing the fluctuating hydrodynamics, while only a part are derived from the
microscopic theory, as shown in Table 1. We stress that BB’s formula is related to different time scale
from otherwise and in order to avoid the confusion between these expressions, existence of two different
time scales must be taken into account.
time scale microscopic theory fluctuating hydrodynamics
Bocquet and Barrat [35] τmeso Sect. 5.4 (Eq. (93)) Sect. 9.2 (Eq. (189))
Petravic and Harrowell [37] τss Sect. 6.4 (Eq. (130)) Sect. 9.2 (Eq. (200))
Hansen et al. [39] τss none Appendix C
Huang and Szlufarska [40] τss Sect. 6.4 (Eq. (127)?) Sect. 9.2 (Eq. (200))
Table 1 Comparison with the literatures. Our theories given in this paper cover all four expressions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the microscopic setup of our model
is introduced. In Sect. 3, we derive the exact formula to describe the time evolution of any ensemble-
averaged quantities. This formula is the starting point for developing linear response theories. In
Sect. 4, we introduce the separation of time scales and explain the behavior of correlation functions
of the momentum flux. In Sects. 5 and 6, we develop the linear response theories describing the fluid
motions at τmeso- and τss- scales. Then, on the basis of these linear response theories, we derive the
partial slip boundary condition and obtain two statistical mechanical expressions of the slip length. In
Sect. 7, we introduce the linearized fluctuating hydrodynamics with the partial slip boundary condition.
In Sect. 8, we calculate the exact form of the autocorrelation function of the force acting on the wall.
In Sect. 9, we obtain more simple forms of the force autocorrelation function for some limiting cases
and discuss the relationship with the Green–Kubo formulae obtained from the underlying microscopic
theory. In Sect. 10, based on our theories, we organize the statistical mechanical expressions of the slip
length previously suggested. The final section is devoted to a brief summary and concluding remarks.
Throughout this paper, the superscript a, b represents the indices in Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z).
2 Model: Hamiltonian Particle System
We introduce a model for studying the boundary condition in fluid dynamics. A schematic illustration
is shown in Fig. 4. The fluid consists of N particles that are confined to an Lx × Ly × L cuboid.
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Fig. 4 Schematic illustration of our microscopic model.
The position and momentum of the ith particle are denoted by (ri,pi) (i = 1, 2, · · · , N). We impose
periodic boundary conditions along the x and y axes and introduce two parallel walls so as to confine
particles in the z direction. We represent the two walls as collections of material points placed in planes
z = 0 and z = L, which are referred to as walls A and B, respectively. We move the walls in the x
direction. Let qAi (t), (i = 1, 2, · · · , NA), and qBi (t), (i = 1, 2, · · · , NB), be the position of the material
points that consist of walls A and B, respectively. The motion of the walls is given by the uniform
motion of the material points:
qAi (t) = q
A
i (0) + VAt (16)
for i = 1, 2, · · · , NA, and
qBi (t) = q
B
i (0) + VBt (17)
for i = 1, 2, · · · , NB , where VA = (VA, 0, 0) and VB = (VB , 0, 0).
The collection of positions and momenta of all particles is denoted by Γ = (r1,p1, · · · , rN ,pN ).
Similarly, the collections of positions of the material points that comprise walls A and B are denoted
by ΓA = (qA1 , · · · , qANA) and ΓB = (qB1 , · · · , qBNB ). The Hamiltonian of the system is given by
H(Γ ;ΓA, ΓB) =
N∑
i=1
p2i
2m
+ U({ri}Ni=1;ΓA, ΓB) (18)
with
U({ri}Ni=1;ΓA, ΓB) ≡
∑
i<j
UFF(|ri − rj |) +
N∑
i=1
UAF(ri;Γ
A) +
N∑
i=1
UBF(ri;Γ
B). (19)
UFF(r) describes the interaction potential between particles. UAF(r;Γ
A) and UBF(r;Γ
B) denote the
potentials of walls A B, respectively. UAF(r;Γ
A) may be expressed as
UAF(r;Γ
A) ≡
NA∑
j=1
UA(|r − qAj |), (20)
where we introduce the interaction between the material point and the fluid particle, UA(r). UBF(r;VB)
has a similar form.
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We employ the stochastic thermostat to thermalize the fluid. Fbath(r;T ) denotes the stochastic
force applied to the particle at a point r by the thermostat with temperature T . Then, the particles
obey
m
d2rai
dt2
= −
∑
j(6=i)
∂VFF(|ri − rj |)
∂rai
− ∂UAF(ri;Γ
A)
∂rai
− ∂UBF(ri;Γ
B)
∂rai
+ F abath(ri;T ). (21)
For this study, the configurations of the stochastic thermostat are: i) the dynamics (21) satisfies the local
detailed balance condition (Sec. 3.1 gives a detailed account of this condition); ii) the dynamics (21) are
Galilean invariant in the x direction, implying that (21) is unchanged under the Galilean transformation
r(t) → r′(t) = r − vt with v = (v, 0, 0); and iii) the characteristic strengths of interactions between
particles, between a particle and wall, and between a particle and the thermostat, denoted by |Fint|,
|Fwall| and |Fbath|, respectively, obey
|Fbath|  |Fint|, |Fwall|. (22)
2.1 Microscopic expression of observed quantities
Let Γt denote the collection of positions and momenta of all particles composing the fluid at time t.
Similarly, let ΓAt and Γ
B
t denote the collection of positions of all material points composing walls A and
B, respectively. We define the microscopic mass density field ρˆ(r;Γ ) and the microscopic momentum
density field pˆia(r;Γ ) as
ρˆ(r;Γ ) ≡
N∑
i=1
mδ
(
r − ri
)
, (23)
and
pˆia(r;Γ ) ≡
N∑
i=1
pai δ
(
r − ri
)
(24)
for a given microscopic configuration Γ . These microscopic densities satisfy the microscopic balance
equations:
∂ρˆ(r;Γt)
∂t
+
∂pˆia(r;Γt)
∂ra
= 0, (25)
and
∂pˆia(r;Γt)
∂t
+
∂Jˆab(r;Γt)
∂rb
=
N∑
i=1
(
Fˆ aA(ri(t);Γ
A
t ) + Fˆ
a
B(ri(t);Γ
B
t )
)
δ
(
r − ri(t)
)
+
N∑
i=1
F abath(ri(t))δ
(
r − ri
)
. (26)
Here, Fˆ aA(r;Γ
A) and Fˆ aB(r;Γ
B) are given by
Fˆ aA(r;Γ
A) ≡ −
NA∑
j=1
∂UA(r − qAj )
∂ra
, (27)
and
Fˆ aB(r;Γ
B) ≡ −
NB∑
j=1
∂UB(r − qBj )
∂ra
, (28)
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which represent the total force acting on the fluid at a point r from walls A and B, respectively. The
microscopic momentum current Jˆab(r;Γ ) is given by
Jˆab(r;Γ ) ≡
∑
i
pai p
b
i
m
δ(r − ri) +
∑
i<j
Fˆ aij(Γ )(r
b
i − rbj)D(r; ri, rj) (29)
with
D(r; ri, rj) ≡
∫ 1
0
dξδ(r − ri − (rj − ri)ξ), (30)
and
Fˆ aij(Γ ) ≡ −
∂UFF(|ri − rj |)
∂rai
. (31)
Here, we recall the condition (22), which implies that the interaction between the particle and the
thermostat is sufficiently weak. From this condition, the last term on the right-hand side in (26) may
be neglected. Hereafter, we employ as the microscopic balance equation for pˆia(r;Γ )
∂pˆia(r;Γt)
∂t
+
∂Jˆab(r;Γt)
∂rb
=
N∑
i=1
(
Fˆ aA(ri(t);Γ
A
t ) + Fˆ
a
B(ri(t);Γ
B
t )
)
δ
(
r − ri(t)
)
, (32)
instead of (26).
[Γ ] =
(
Γt
)
0<t<τ
denotes the history of the system over the time interval [0, τ ]. For a given initial
state Γ tot0 ≡ (Γ0, ΓA0 , ΓB0 ), T
(
[Γ ]
∣∣Γ tot0 , VA, VB) represents the probability density that [Γ ] is realized
with wall velocities VA and VB . We assume that the initial state Γ0 is chosen according to a given
distribution Pini(Γ0). We now focus on any two microscopic quantities fˆ(Γ ) and gˆ(Γ ) given as functions
of microscopic state Γ . The ensemble average of fˆ(Γτ ) at time t = τ , 〈f(τ)〉VA,VB , is expressed in terms
of Pini(Γ0) and T
(
[Γ ]
∣∣Γ tot0 , VA, VB) as
〈f(τ)〉VA,VB =
∫
d[Γ ]fˆ(Γτ )Pini(Γ0)T
(
[Γ ]
∣∣Γ tot0 , VA, VB). (33)
Similarly, the ensemble-averaged correlation function between fˆ(Γτ ) at time t = τ and gˆ(Γ0) at time
t = 0 is expressed as
〈f(τ)g(0)〉VA,VB =
∫
d[Γ ]fˆ(Γτ )gˆ(Γ0)Pini(Γ0)T
(
[Γ ]
∣∣Γ tot0 , VA, VB). (34)
In this paper, the motion of the fluid is characterized by macroscopic mass density field ρ(r, t;VA, VB),
macroscopic velocity field va(r, t;VA, VB), and stress tensor field σ
ab(r, t;VA, VB). These quantities are
defined as
ρ(r, t;VA, VB) ≡ 〈ρˆ(r, t)〉VA,VB , (35)
pia(r, t;VA, VB) ≡ 〈pˆia(r, t)〉VA,VB , (36)
va(r, t;VA, VB) ≡ pi
a(r, t;VA, VB)
ρ(r, t;VA, VB)
, (37)
and
σab(r, t;VA, VB) ≡ −
(
Jab(r, t;VA, VB)− ρ(r, t;VA, VB)va(r, t;VA, VB)vb(r, t;VA, VB)
)
(38)
with
Jab(r, t;VA, VB) = 〈Jˆab(r, t)〉VA,VB . (39)
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Furthermore, we focus on the force acting on the fluid from each wall. The microscopic definition is
given by
Fˆ aα(Γt;Γ
α
t ) =
N∑
i=1
Fˆ aα(ri(t);Γ
α
t ), (40)
where α = A,B. The ensemble average is denoted by F aα(t;VA, VB) = 〈Fˆ aα(Γt;Γαt )〉VA,VB .
3 Generalized Green–Kubo formula
In this section, we give the exact formula describing the time evolution of any ensemble-averaged
quantities.
We prepare initial states as follows. First, we assume that the system is in equilibrium at temper-
ature T . Next, we apply an impulse force mu(r)δ(t) to this system where we set u = (ux(z), 0, 0).
Then, the probability density just after t = 0, Pleq(Γ0|ΓA0 , ΓB0 ), is represented by
Pleq(Γ0|ΓA0 , ΓB0 ) =
1
Z
(
kBT,u(r)
) exp [− 1
kBT
(
H(Γ0;Γ
A
0 , Γ
B
0 )−
N∑
i=1
ux(zi(0))p
x
i (0)
)]
. (41)
We consider that the initial microscopic state Γ0 is chosen according to (41). For any physical quantity
fˆ(Γ ) and any velocity field ux(z), we have
〈f(τ)〉VA,VB = 〈f(0)〉VA,VB + 1
kBT
∫ τ
0
ds
N∑
i=1
〈(
VA − ux(zi(0))
)
f(s)F xA(ri(0), 0)
〉VA,VB
+
1
kBT
∫ τ
0
ds
N∑
i=1
〈(
VB − ux(zi(0))
)
f(s)F xB(ri(0), 0)
〉VA,VB
− 1
kBT
∫
d3r
∫ τ
0
ds
∂ux(z)
∂z
〈f(s)Jxz(r, 0)〉VA,VB , (42)
which is the exact formula to describe the time evolution of 〈f(τ)〉VA,VB . We refer to (42) as the
generalized Green–Kubo formula. This formula is the starting point for developing the linear response
theories in the subsequent sections.
In this section, we show a proof of the generalized Green–Kubo formula (42). The key point in our
derivation is an efficient use of a non-equilibrium identity, which is known as the local detailed balance
condition.
3.1 Local detailed balance condition
By considering the energetics for a given history [Γ ], we define the heat transferred into the fluid,
Q
(
[Γ ]|Γ tot0 , VA, VB
)
, and the work applied to the fluid from the walls, W
(
[Γ ]|Γ tot0 , VA, VB
)
as
Q
(
[Γ ]|Γ tot0 , VA, VB
)
=
N∑
i=1
∫
Γˆ
ds
pyi
m
(
p˙yi +
∂H(Γs;Γ
A
s , Γ
B
s )
∂ryi
)
, (43)
W
(
[Γ ]|Γ tot0 , VA, VB
)
=
∫
Γˆ
ds
(
VAFˆ
x
A(Γs;Γ
A
s ) + VBFˆ
x
B(Γs;Γ
B
s )
)
. (44)
The first law of the thermodynamics is expressed in the form
H(Γt, t)−H(Γ0, 0) = W
(
[Γ ]|Γ tot0 , VA, VB
)
+Q
(
[Γ ]|Γ tot0 , VA, VB
)
. (45)
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We use the convention that work applied to the fluid is positive and heat dissipated from the fluid is
negative.
We write the time reversal of the microscopic state Γ as Γ ∗ = (r1, r2, · · · , rN ,−p1,−p2, · · · ,−pN ),
and that of the history of the system [Γ ] as [Γ †] =
(
Γ ∗τ−t
)
0<t<τ
. The local detailed balance condition
is expressed as
T
(
[Γ ]
∣∣Γ tot0 , VA, VB)
T
(
[Γ †]
∣∣Γ ∗totτ ,−VA,−VB) = exp
(
− Q
(
[Γ ]|Γ tot0 , VA, VB
)
kBT
)
, (46)
where Γ ∗tot = (Γ ∗, ΓA, ΓB). As mentioned in Sec. 2, we assume that the dynamics (21) satisfies the
condition (46) by choosing the appropriate stochastic thermostat.
We note that the local detailed balance condition is derived from the microscopic dynamics under
some assumptions (e.g., Hamiltonian particle systems [52] and Markovian stochastic process [53]). In
this sense, the local detailed balance condition is often referred to as the local fluctuation theorem
(see [54] for review).
3.2 Derivation of (42)
By substituting (41) and (46) into (33), we obtain
〈f(τ)〉VA,VB =
∫
d[Γ ]f(Γτ ) exp
(Wleq([Γ ]|Γ tot0 , VA, VB ,u)
kBT
)
Pleq(Γ
∗
τ |ΓAτ , ΓBτ )T
(
[Γ †]|Γ ∗totτ ,−VA,−VB
)
(47)
with
Wleq
(
[Γ ]|Γ tot0 , VA, VB ,u
)
= W
(
[Γ ]|Γ tot0 , VA, VB
)− ( N∑
i=1
ux(zi(t))p
x
i (t)−
N∑
i=1
ux(zi(0))p
x
i (0)
)
. (48)
We rewrite the right-hand side of (47) by using the ensemble average along the time-reversal history.
By noting
W
(
[Γ †]|Γ ∗totτ ,−VA,−VB
)
= −W ([Γ ]|Γ tot0 , VA, VB), (49)
we obtain
〈f(τ)〉VA,VB =
∫
d[Γ †]f∗(Γ ∗τ ) exp
(
− Wleq
(
[Γ †]|Γ ∗totτ ,−VA,−VB ,−u
)
kBT
)
Pleq(Γ
∗
τ |ΓAτ , ΓBτ )T
(
[Γ †]|Γ ∗totτ ,−VA,−VB
)
=
〈
f∗(0) exp
(
− Wleq
(
[Γ †]|Γ †tot0 ,−VA,−VB ,−u
)
kBT
)〉−VA,−VB
, (50)
where we have defined f∗(Γ ∗) ≡ f(Γ ). Similarly, we rewrite (34) as
〈f(τ)g(0)〉VA,VB =
〈
f∗(0)g∗(τ) exp
(
− Wleq
(
[Γ †]|Γ †tot0 ,−VA,−VB ,−u
)
kBT
)〉−VA,−VB
. (51)
Next, using the microscopic force-balance equation (32), we rewriteWleq
(
[Γ ]|Γ0, ΓA0 , ΓB0 , VA, VB ,u
)
.
Multiplying (32) by u(r) and integrating over [0, τ ] and all space, we obtain( N∑
i=1
ux(zi(t))p
x
i (t)−
N∑
i=1
ux(zi(0))p
x
i (0)
)
=
∫ τ
0
ds
N∑
i=1
ux(zi(s))
(
Fˆ aA(ri(s);Γ
A
s ) + Fˆ
a
B(ri(s);Γ
B
s )
)
+
∫ τ
0
ds
∫
d3r
∂ux(z)
∂z
Jˆxz(r;Γs). (52)
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Substituting (44) and (52) into (48), we obtain
Wleq
(
[Γ ]|Γ tot0 , VA, VB ,u
)
=
∫ τ
0
ds
N∑
i=1
((
VA − ux(zi(s))
)
Fˆ xA(ri(s);Γ
A
s ) +
(
VB − ux(zi(s))
)
Fˆ xB(ri(s);Γ
B
s )
)
−
∫ τ
0
ds
∫
d3r
∂ux(z)
∂z
Jˆxz(r;Γs). (53)
Using (50), (51) and (53), we write the derivative of 〈f(s)〉VA,VB in s as
∂〈f(s)〉VA,VB
∂s
=
1
kBT
N∑
i=1
〈(
VA − ux(zi(0))
)
f(s)F xA(ri(0), 0)
〉VA,VB
+
1
kBT
N∑
i=1
〈(
VB − ux(zi(0))
)
f(s)F xB(ri(0), 0)
〉VA,VB
−
∫
d3r
∂ux(z)
∂z
〈f(s)Jxz(r, 0)〉VA,VB . (54)
we obtain (42) by integrating (54) over [0, τ ].
4 Separation of length and time scales
4.1 Assumption
In our model, there are two length and time scales. The first scale is characterized by the length and
time appearing in the molecular description. The maximum of the microscopic length scales, such as the
molecular size, the interaction length, or the mean free path is denoted as ξmicro and the corresponding
time scale, which may be the collision time or the mean free time, is denoted as τmicro. The second
scale is related to the global equilibration. The characteristic length and time scales are given by the
system size L and the time τmacro necessary for the relaxation of the system to the global equilibrium,
respectively. We assume the separation of length and time scales, which is represented by
τmicro  τmacro, (55)
and
ξmicro  L. (56)
4.2 Properties of the correlation functions of the momentum fluxes
We now focus on the correlation functions of the momentum fluxes in the equilibrium state. We prepare
the initial states according to Pleq(Γ0|ΓA0 , ΓB0 ) with ux(z) = 0 and consider the time evolution with
VA = 0 and VB = 0. 〈·〉eq denotes the ensemble average in this system, which corresponds to the average
in equilibrium. The correlation functions of the momentum fluxes are, for example, 〈F xA(τ)F xA(0)〉eq,
〈Jxz(r, τ)F xA(0)〉eq and 〈Jxz(r, τ)Jxz(r′, 0)〉eq. First, we focus on the τ -dependence of these correlation
functions. We naturally conjecture that these correlation functions behave in the same manner with
respect to time τ . Therefore, we choose 〈F xA(τ)F xA(0)〉eq as an example. By keeping the separation of
time scales in mind, we assume that the τ -dependence of 〈F xA(τ)F xA(0)〉eq is divided into four stages.
First, when 0 < τ ' τmicro, 〈F xA(τ)F xA(0)〉eq decays to zero. After that, when τmicro  τ  τmacro,
〈F xA(τ)F xA(0)〉eq remains zero. Eventually, when τ ' τmacro, 〈F xA(τ)F xA(0)〉eq couples with the slow
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macroscopic motion and become non-zero. Finally, when τ  τmacro, the relaxation is completed and
〈F xA(τ)F xA(0)〉eq again remains zero. In summary, we express this behavior as
〈F xA(τ)F xA(0)〉eq

> 0, for 0 < τ ' τmicro,
' 0, for τmicro  τ  τmacro,
6= 0, for τ ' τmacro,
' 0, for τmacro  τ.
(57)
The other correlation functions such as 〈Jxz(r, τ)F xA(0)〉eq and 〈Jxz(r, τ)Jxz(r′, 0)〉eq behave in the
similar manner.
The macroscopic behavior of the fluid is related to the motion at τmacro-scale. By taking this into
account, we introduce the lower and upper cut-off times τmeso and τss for the macroscopic behavior as
τmicro  τmeso  τmacro  τss. (58)
Recalling the separation of length scales, we may choose the length scale corresponding to τmeso, i.e.,
ξmeso, to satisfy ξmicro  ξmeso  ξmacro. Because the correlation length of the momentum fluxes is
reasonably estimated as the order of ξmicro when τ = τmeso, we assume
〈Jxz(r, τmeso)Jxz(r′, 0)〉eq ' 0 (59)
for |r − r′| ≥ ξmeso. Similarly,
〈Jxz(r, τmeso)F xA(0)〉eq ' 0 (60)
is assumed for z ≥ ξmeso. Also, because there are no correlations when τ = τss, we have
〈Jxz(r, τss)Jxz(r′, 0)〉eq ' 0, (61)
and
〈Jxz(r, τss)F xA(0)〉eq ' 0, (62)
where r is any position.
4.3 Small parameters
We introduce two small parameters representing the extent of the separation of scales,
 ≡ ξmicro/ξmacro, (63)
and
ζ ≡ ξmeso/ξmacro. (64)
In this study, we are mainly concerned with a macroscopic system of system size ∼ 10−2m and a shear
rate ∼ 1sec−1. As the molecular size is typically 10−10m,  is estimated to be of order 10−8. Recalling
that ξmeso satisfies the relation ξmicro  ξmeso  ξmacro, we then assume that ξmeso is of order 10−6m,
which leads that ζ ∼ 10−4. As a result, the relationship between  and ζ is
ζ = 1/2. (65)
In the reminder of this paper, we develop two linear response theories to describe the macroscopic
motions of the fluid at time τ = τmeso and τ = τss.
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5 Linear response theory for the relaxation process of fluid
We now develop the linear response theory that describes the macroscopic behavior at the time τ =
τmeso. We prepare an initial state chosen according to (41), and consider the time evolution during
the time interval [0, τmeso]. In this interval, the macroscopic behavior of the fluid is determined by the
velocity fields ux(z) given as the initial condition. We derive the constitutive equations of the fluid
with the velocity ux(z). These constitutive equations lead to the partial slip boundary condition with
the expression of the slip length proposed by Bocquet and Barrat [35].
In this section, we convert all the quantities to dimensionless forms setting ξmicro = m = |VA−VB | =
1.
5.1 Scale separation parameter
Let us assume that ux(z) depends on the small parameter ,
dux(z)
dz
= O(), (66)
d2ux(z)
dz2
= O(2), (67)
∣∣∣ux(0)− VA∣∣∣ = O(), (68)
and ∣∣∣VB − ux(L)∣∣∣ = O(). (69)
For example, ux(z) is given by
ux(z) =
1
K
K∑
k=1
sin
(
pikz
)
+ ux(0), (70)
where K > 0 is any integer and ux(0) is chosen to satisfy (68) and (69).
We note that conditions (68) and (69) confine us to a slip of order . These conditions are essential
to the derivation of the partial slip boundary condition. Previously [55], we discussed what kind of
walls satisfies (68) and (69) when the fluid is in a steady state. In this section, we derive the linear
response formula focusing on the first order approximation of (42) in .
5.2 Constitutive equation in bulk
We focus on the behavior of the shear stress σxz(r, t;VA, VB). Our starting point is (42) with fˆ(Γ ) =
Jˆxz(r;Γ ) and τ = τmeso,
Jxz(r, τmeso;VA, VB) =
1
kBT
∫ τmeso
0
ds
N∑
i=1
〈(
VA − ux(zi(0))
)
Jxz(r, s)F xA(ri(0), 0)
〉VA,VB
+
1
kBT
∫ τmeso
0
ds
N∑
i=1
〈(
VB − ux(zi(0))
)
Jxz(r, s)F xB(ri(0), 0)
〉VA,VB
− 1
kBT
∫
d3r′
∫ τmeso
0
ds
dux(z′)
dz′
〈
Jxz(r, s)Jxz(r′, 0)
〉VA,VB
, (71)
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where we have used the property Jxz(r, 0;VA, VB) = 0. We now derive a simpler form of (71) by the
separation of scales.
First, we remark on the local approximation. As mentioned in Sect. 4, during time interval 0 < τ <
τmeso, the velocity field v
x(z, τ ;VA, VB) remains u
x(z) given by the initial condition, and the correlation
functions of the momentum fluxes decay, e.g., 〈F xA(τmeso)F xA(0)〉eq ' 0. Therefore, the first term of (71)
may be rewritten as
1
kBT
∫ τmeso
0
ds
N∑
i=1
〈(
VA − ux(zi(0))
)
Jxz(r, s)F xA(ri(0), 0)
〉VA,VB
' 1
kBT
N∑
i=1
(
VA − 〈ux(zi)〉
)∫ τmeso
0
ds
〈
Jxz(r, s)F xA(ri(0), 0)
〉VA,VB
. (72)
With this approximation, we neglect non-local effects. Recalling Fˆ xA(r, Γ
A) ' 0 in z > ξmicro, we find
that only the particles lying in 0 < z < ξmicro at time t = 0 contribute to the sum of (72). Also, we
note that the fluid density is not uniform near the atomically smooth surface and an epitaxial-like
layer is observed [25]. Then, we assume that the main contribution to the sum of (72) stems from the
first epitaxial layer normal to the wall. By using this assumption, (72) is approximated as
1
kBT
N∑
i=1
(
VA − 〈ux(zi)〉
)∫ τmeso
0
ds
〈
Jxz(r, s)F xA(ri(0), 0)
〉VA,VB
' 1
kBT
(
VA − ux(z1stA )
)∫ τmeso
0
ds
〈
Jxz(r, s)F xA(0)
〉VA,VB
. (73)
where z = z1stα represents the position of the first epitaxial layer near the wall α = A,B and we have
used (40).
Next, we consider the linear response approximation. We focus on (73). From (68), we note that
(72) is at least of first order in . Because 〈Jxz(r, τmeso)F xA(0)〉VA,VB is estimated as the value in the
steady state with VA, VB and u
x(z), we hypothesize that 〈Jxz(r, (τmeso))F xA(0)〉VA,VB may be rewritten
as 〈
Jxz(r, τmeso)F
x
A(0)
〉VA,VB ' 〈Jxz(r, τmeso)F xA(0)〉eq +O(VA − ux(z1stA ), ∂ux∂z ∣∣∣z1stA
)
, (74)
where the definition of 〈·〉eq is given in Sec. 4.2. In the linear response theory, we neglect the second
term. Collecting the local and linear response approximations, we rewrite (71) as
Jxz(r, τmeso;VA, VB) ' 1
kBT
(
VA − ux(z1stA )
)∫ τmeso
0
ds
〈
Jxz(r, s)F xA(0)
〉
eq
+
1
kBT
(
VB − ux(z1stB )
)∫ τmeso
0
ds
〈
Jxz(r, s)F xB(0)
〉
eq
− 1
kBT
dux(z)
dz
∫
d3r′
∫ τmeso
0
ds
〈
Jxz(r, s)Jxz(r′, 0)
〉
eq
. (75)
Here, we define the bulk as the region ξmeso ≤ z ≤ L− ξmeso. From (60), we find that the first and
second terms of (75) are zero in the bulk. Furthermore, (59) implies that the integral of the third term
is independent of the walls when r is chosen in the bulk. Hence, we obtain
Jxz(r, τmeso;VA, VB) = −η du
x(z)
dz
(76)
with
η =
1
kBT
∫
d3r′
∫ τmeso
0
ds
〈
Jxz(r, s)Jxz(r′, 0)
〉
eq
, (77)
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where η is independent of the walls. By substituting (76) into (38), we obtain
σxz(r, τmeso;VA, VB) = η
dux(z)
dz
, (78)
where we have used vz(z, τmeso;VA, VB) = 0.
5.3 Constitutive equation at the wall
We next focus on the behavior of the force per unit area acting on the fluid from wall A, which is written
as F xA(t;VA, VB)/Axy. Here, Axy = LxLy. By substituting fˆ(Γ ) = Fˆ
x
A(Γ ;Γ
A)/Axy and τ = τmeso into
(42), we obtain
F xA(τmeso;VA, VB)
Axy
=
1
kBTAxy
∫ τmeso
0
ds
N∑
i=1
〈(
VA − ux(zi(0))
)
F xA(s)F
x
A(ri(0), 0)
〉VA,VB
+
1
kBTAxy
∫ τmeso
0
ds
N∑
i=1
〈(
VB − ux(zi(0))
)
F xA(s)F
x
B(ri(0), 0)
〉VA,VB
− 1
kBTAxy
∫
d3r′
∫ τmeso
0
ds
dux(z′)
dz′
〈
F xA(s)J
xz(r′, 0)
〉VA,VB
. (79)
We apply again the procedure given in Sect. 5.2. For example, the first term is rewritten as
1
kBTAxy
∫ τmeso
0
ds
N∑
i=1
〈(
VA − ux(zi(0))
)
F xA(s)F
x
A(ri(0), 0)
〉VA,VB
'
(
VA − ux(z1stA )
) 1
kBTAxy
∫ τmeso
0
ds
〈
F xA(s)F
x
A(0)
〉VA,VB
. (80)
In the same manner, we rewrite (79) in the approximate form
F xA(τmeso;VA, VB)
Axy
= γAA(τmeso)
(
VA − ux(z1stA )
)
+ γAB(τmeso)
(
VB − ux(z1stB )
)
− γAJ(τmeso)du
x
dz
∣∣∣
z=0
(81)
with
γαβ(τ) =
1
kBTAxy
∫ τ
0
ds
〈
F xα (s)F
x
β (0)
〉
eq
, (82)
γαJ(τ) =
1
kBTAxy
∫
d3r′
∫ τ
0
ds
〈
F xα (s)J
xz(r′, 0)
〉
eq
, (83)
where α, β = A,B. As the distance between walls A and B is of order ξmacro, we have
γAB(τmeso) ' 0. (84)
Then, (81) is rewritten as
F xA(τmeso;VA, VB)
Axy
' −γAA(τmeso)
(
ux(z1stA )− VA
)
− γAJ(τmeso)du
x
dz
∣∣∣
z=0
. (85)
Similarly, by focusing on the force acting on the fluid from wall B, we have
F xB(τmeso;VA, VB)
Axy
' γBB(τmeso)
(
VB − ux(z1stB )
)
− γBJ(τmeso)du
x
dz
∣∣∣
z=L
. (86)
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5.4 Expression of the slip length
To connect the constitutive equation in the bulk (78) and at wall A (85), we assume the force-balance
at time τmeso near the wall,
− 1
Axy
∫
z=ξmeso
dxdyσxz(r, (τmeso);VA, VB) ' F
x
A(τmeso;VA, VB)
Axy
. (87)
Substituting (78) and (85) into (87), we rewrite (87) in terms of ux(z) as
−η du
x(z)
dz
∣∣∣
z=ξmeso
' −γAA(τmeso)
(
ux(z1stA )− VA
)
− γAJ(τmeso)du
x
dz
∣∣∣
z=0
. (88)
Furthermore, by expanding the left-hand side around z = z1stA , we obtain
ux(z1stA )− VA ' (dA − zA)
dux
dz
∣∣∣
z=z1stA
+ dA(ξmeso − z1stA )
d2ux
dz2
∣∣∣
z=z1stA
(89)
with
dA =
η
γAA(τmeso)
, (90)
and
zA =
γAJ(τmeso)
γAA(τmeso)
. (91)
We now consider the order of each term of (89). From (65) and (67), the second term on the right-hand
side is estimated as O(3/2). Because we are interested in the first order approximation in , we may
neglect this term. Then, (89) is rewritten as
ux(z1stA )− VA = bmesoA
dux
dz
∣∣∣
z=z1stA
(92)
with
bmesoA = dA − zA, (93)
which represents the partial slip boundary condition with slip length bmesoA . dA and zA are independent
of a specific value of τmeso because of the separation of scales, e.g., (57). This expression is the same as
that proposed by Bocquet and Barrat [35]. We note that the assumption (68) leads to bmesoA ' O(0),
which implies that dA and zA remain microscopic,
bmesoA ' dA ' zA ' ξmicro. (94)
Because the typical value of the slip length reported in recent experiments is about 10nm [2–4], the
result (94) is reasonable.
We may rewrite (92) in the form
ux(zA + z
1st
A )− VA = dA
dux
dz
∣∣∣
z=zA+z1stA
. (95)
In Ref. [35], taking the expression (95) into account, Bocquet and Barrat called zA + z
1st
A the “hy-
drodynamic position of the wall” and defined dA as the slip length. However, we shall define the slip
length as the length measured from the first epitaxial layer near wall A, z = z1stA . That is, we refer to
bmesoA as the slip length.
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6 Linear response theory for the steady state
We next develop the linear response theory that describes the macroscopic behaviors at time τ = τss.
The fluid at time τ = τss is assumed to be in the non-equilibrium steady state. We note that the steady
state is independent of the velocity ux(z) given as the initial condition. Instead, the steady state is
characterized only by the wall velocities VA and VB . Then, we focus on the linear response regime for
VA and VB .
In this section, calculations are performed with quantities retaining their dimensional units.
6.1 Linear response regime
First, we consider the momentum density field pix(r, τss;VA, VB) in the steady state. Substituting
fˆ(Γ ) = pˆix(r;Γ ) and τ = τss into (42) yields
pix(r, τss;VA, VB) =
1
kBT
∫ τss
0
ds
N∑
i=1
〈(
VA − ux(zi(0))
)
pix(r, s)F xA(ri(0), 0)
〉VA,VB
+
1
kBT
∫ τss
0
ds
N∑
i=1
〈(
VB − ux(zi(0))
)
pix(r, s)F xB(ri(0), 0)
〉VA,VB
− 1
kBT
∫
d3r′
∫ τss
0
ds
dux(z′)
dz′
〈
pix(r, s)Jxz(r′, 0)
〉VA,VB
. (96)
As the steady state is independent of the initial condition, the right-hand side of (96) is independent
of ux(z). Then, by using the initial condition with ux(z) = 0, we simplify (96) as
pix(r, τss;VA, VB) =
VA
kBT
∫ τss
0
ds
〈
pix(r, s)F xA(0)
〉VA,VB
+
VB
kBT
∫ τss
0
ds
〈
pix(r, s)F xB(0)
〉VA,VB
. (97)
We apply a linear approximation to (97) in VA and VB . We assume that 〈pˆix(r, τss)〉VA,VB may be
expanded in VA and VB , which leads to the expansion of the right-hand side of (97) in VA and VB .
Within the linear response regime, (97) may be rewritten as
pix(r, τss;VA, VB) = γPA(r, τss)VA + γPB(r, τss)VB (98)
with
γPα(r, τss) =
1
kBT
∫ τss
0
ds
〈
pix(r, s)F xα (0)
〉
eq
, (99)
where α = A,B.
We can obtain linear approximations of other quantities by a similar procedure. In particular, we
employ in the reminder of this section the following approximate expressions:
F xA(τss;VA, VB)
Axy
= γAA(τss)VA + γAB(τss)VB , (100)
and
F xB(τss;VA, VB)
Axy
= γBA(τss)VA + γBB(τss)VB , (101)
where γαβ(τ) (α = A,B) is defined by (82).
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6.2 Force balance in steady state
Because of the nature of the steady state, the microscopic balance equation for the momentum density,
(32), leads to
1
Axy
∫
z
dxdyσxz(r, τss;VA, VB) = −F
x
A(τss;VA, VB)
Axy
=
F xB(τss;VA, VB)
Axy
(102)
for ξmicro  z  L− ξmicro. This is physically reasonable, but in this subsection, we derive (102) from
the microscopic description.
First, we extend the microscopic momentum current Jˆab(r;Γ ) to the system with walls. Using (27)
and (30), we rewrite the first term on the right-hand side of (32) as
N∑
i=1
Fˆ aA(ri;Γ
A)δ(r − ri) = −∂Jˆ
ab
A (r;Γ, Γ
A)
∂ra
−
N∑
i=1
NA∑
j=1
∂UA(r − qAj )
∂ra
∣∣∣
r=ri
δ(r − qAj ) (103)
with
JˆabA (r;Γ, Γ
A) = −
N∑
i=1
NA∑
j=1
∂UA(r − qAj )
∂ra
∣∣∣
r=ri
(rbi − qAbj )D(r; ri, qAj ). (104)
Similarly, we introduce JˆabB (r;Γ, Γ
B) and rewrite the second term on the right-hand side of (32).
Substituting these equations into (32), we obtain
∂pˆix(r;Γt)
∂t
+
∂Jˆxb(r;Γt)
∂rb
+
∂JˆxbA (r;Γt)
∂rb
+
∂JˆxbB (r;Γt)
∂rb
= −
N∑
i=1
NA∑
j=1
∂UA(r − qAj )
∂ra
∣∣∣
r=ri(t)
δ(r − qAj )−
N∑
i=1
NB∑
j=1
∂UB(r − qBj )
∂ra
∣∣∣
r=ri(t)
δ(r − qBj ). (105)
As our concern is the fluid in the region 0 < z < L, we may neglect the right-hand side of (105).
Equation (105) implies that JˆabA (r;Γ, Γ
A) and JˆabB (r;Γ, Γ
B) correspond to the microscopic momentum
current induced by walls A and B, respectively.
We now focus on the force balance equation in the steady state. Because 〈pˆix(r, t)〉VA,VB is inde-
pendent of time t in the steady state, (105) is rewritten as
∂
∂rb
(
Jxb(r, τss;VA, VB) + J
xb
A (r, τss;VA, VB) + J
xb
B (r, τss;VA, VB)
)
= 0 (106)
for 0 < z < L, where Jabα (r, t;VA, VB) (α = A,B) is defined by
Jabα (r, t;VA, VB) = 〈Jˆabα (r, t)〉VA,VB . (107)
Spatially averaging (106) in the xy plane at a position z gives
1
Axy
∫
z
dxdy
(
Jxz(r, τss;VA, VB) + J
xz
A (r, τss;VA, VB) + J
xz
B (r, τss;VA, VB)
)
= const (108)
in z, where we have used the periodic boundary conditions along the x and y axes.
By definition (104), JˆabA (r;Γ, Γ
A) is zero in the region z  ξmicro where the potential force of wall
A cannot reach. Similarly, JˆabB (r;Γ, Γ
A) is zero in the region z  L − ξmicro. Using these properties,
(108) is rewritten as
1
Axy
∫
z
dxdyJxz(r, τss;VA, VB) = const (109)
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in ξmicro  z  L−ξmicro. Next, we introduce ξA so that 0 < ξA  ξmicro holds. Because fluid particles
are seldom present in the thin layer 0 < z < ξA due to the repulsive force of wall A, it follows that
Jˆab(r;Γ ) ' 0 (110)
in this layer 0 < z < ξA. Using Gauss’s divergence theorem and relation (104), we have
1
Axy
∫
z=ξA
dxdyJˆxzA (r;Γ, Γ
A)
=
1
Axy
∫
z≤ξA
dxdydz
∂
∂z
JˆxzA (r;Γ, Γ
A)
= − 1
Axy
∫
z≤ξA
dxdydz
( N∑
i=1
Fˆ aA(ri;Γ, Γ
A)δ(r − ri) +
N∑
i=1
NA∑
j=1
∂UA(r − qAj )
∂ra
∣∣∣
r=ri
δ(r − qAj )
)
. (111)
Similarly, as particles are seldom present in the region z < ξA, the first term of (111) is zero. Therefore,
we obtain
1
Axy
∫
z=ξA
dxdyJˆxzA (r;Γ, Γ
A) ' Fˆ
x
A(Γt;Γ
A
t )
Axy
, (112)
where we have used (40). From (108), (109), (110), and (112), we find
Jxz(z, τss;VA, VB) ' F
x
A(τss;VA, VB)
Axy
(113)
in ξmicro  z  L− ξmicro. Finally, taking into account that vz(z, τss;VA, VB) = 0 in the steady state,
we obtain the first equality of (102). By a similar procedure for wall B, we obtain the second equality
of (102).
6.3 Galilean invariance of steady state
The transport coefficients in (98), (100) and (101) are dependent on each other because of the Galilean
invariance of the steady state. In this subsection, we derive relations between these transport coeffi-
cients.
Let the probability density in the non-equilibrium steady state be Pss
(
(ri)
N
i=1, (pi)
N
i=1;VA, VB
)
. The
Galilean invariance in the steady state is expressed in terms of Pss
(
(ri)
N
i=1, (pi)
N
i=1;VA, VB
)
as
Pss
(
(ri)
N
i=1, (p
′
i)
N
i=1;VA + V, VB + V
)
= Pss
(
(ri)
N
i=1, (pi)
N
i=1;VA, VB
)
, (114)
where p′i = (p
x
i + V, p
y
i , p
z
i ) for any V . As the microscopic force acting on the fluid from wall A,
(40), is independent of the momentum of the particles composing the fluid, F xA(τss;VA + V, VB + V )
is independent of V . In the linear response regime, this implies that F xA(τss;VA, VB) is proportional to
the relative velocity between the walls, VA − VB . Using this property and (100), we find
γAA(τss) + γAB(τss) = 0. (115)
In the same manner, we obtain
γBA(τss) + γBB(τss) = 0. (116)
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Next, because the microscopic momentum density pˆia(r;Γ ) depends on the the momentum of the
particles composing the fluid, 〈pˆix(r, τss)〉VA+V,VB+V depends on V . Using (24) and (114), we obtain
〈pˆix(r, τss)〉VA,VB =
∫
dΓ
N∑
i=1
pxi δ
(
r − ri
)
Pss
(
(ri)
N
i=1, (pi)
N
i=1;VA, VB
)
=
∫
dΓ ′
N∑
i=1
(
p′xi − V
)
δ
(
r − ri
)
Pss
(
(ri)
N
i=1, (p
′
i)
N
i=1;VA + V, VB + V
)
= 〈pˆix(r, τss)〉VA+V,VB+V − V ρ(r, τss;VA + V, VB + V ). (117)
In particular, by focusing on the linear response regime, (117) is rewritten as
〈pˆix(r, τss)〉VA+V,VB+V = 〈pˆix(r, τss)〉VA,VB + V ρ(r, τss;VA, VB). (118)
From (98) and (118), we have
γPA(r, τss) + γPB(r, τss) = ρ(r, τss; 0, 0). (119)
Finally, by applying the Onsager reciprocity theorem to (100) and (101), we obtain
γAB(τss) = γBA(τss). (120)
In summary, we find that the linear response relations (98), (100) and (101) may be expressed using
only two dependent transport coefficients.
6.4 Expression of the slip length
The linear response theory derived in this section is consistent with the standard hydrodynamics. Then,
we assume that the macroscopic behavior of the fluid in the bulk is described as an incompressible
Newtonian liquid. That is, we have
ρ(r, t;VA, VB) = ρ, (121)
and
σxz(r, t;VA, VB) = η
∂vx(r, t;VA, VB)
∂z
(122)
in the bulk, where ρ is a constant value and η is known. In this subsection, we derive the most general
boundary condition under this assumption.
From (102) and (122), the velocity field in the steady state is expressed as
1
Axy
∫
z
dxdyvx(r, τss;VA, VB) = −F
x
A(τss;VA, VB)
ηAxy
(z − z0) + 1
Axy
∫
z0
dxdyvx(r, τss;VA, VB), (123)
in the bulk, where z0 is any position in the bulk. Here, it is plausible that the velocity fields in
the steady state, vx(r, τss;VA, VB), are independent of x, y. Then, we focus on the z-dependence of
vx(r, τss;VA, VB) and omit the x, y-dependence. By substituting the linear response relations (98),
(100) and (101) into (123), we obtain
vx(z, τss;VA, VB) = −γAA(τss)VA + γAB(τss)VB
η
(z − z0) + γPA(z0, τss)VA + γPB(z0, τss)VB
ρ
. (124)
Using (115), (116), (119) and (120), (124) is expressed in terms of two transport coefficients as
vx(z, τss;VA, VB) = −γAA(τss)
η
(VA − VB)z +
(
− γPB(z0, τss)
ρ
+
γAA(τss)
η
z0
)
(VA − VB) + VA. (125)
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Here, we extrapolate the velocity field in the bulk, (125), to the whole region. Then, we obtain the
boundary condition for the extrapolated velocity field:
vx(z = 0, τss;VA, VB)− VA = bssA
∂vx(z, τss;VA, VB)
∂z
∣∣∣
z=0
(126)
with
bssA =
ηγPB(z0, τss)
ργAA(τss)
− z0. (127)
As long as we are interested in the velocity field in the bulk, we may use the boundary condition for
the extrapolated velocity field (126). Because (127) is independent of vx(z = 0, τss;VA, VB), VA, and
VB , we identify (126) as the partial slip boundary condition with constant slip length b
ss
A. Therefore,
we confirm that the partial slip boundary condition is the most general boundary condition consistent
with the linear response theory in this section.
We here show that the slip length bssA is independent of z0. Note that z0 in (127) comes from the
reference point for the velocity field vx(z, τss;VA, VB), (123). Because v
x(z, τss;VA, VB) is independent
of the reference point, we find that the slip length bssA is also independent of z0:
dbssA
dz0
= 0. (128)
Furthermore, by adding the assumption that walls A and B have the same microscopic structure,
we can obtain more simple expression of the slip length. Substituting z = L/2 into (119) leads to
γPA(L/2, τss) = γPB(L/2, τss) =
ρ
2
. (129)
Then, by using this relation, the expression of the slip length (127) is rewritten as
bssA =
η
2γAA(τss)
− L
2
. (130)
Finally, we stress that bssA is defined as the slip length measured from the true wall position. By
recalling that bmesoA is measured from the first epitaxial layer z = z
1st
A , we find that these expressions
are related to the relation
bmesoA = b
ss
A + z
1st
A . (131)
7 Model: Linearized Fluctuating Hydrodynamics
In the previous sections, we employed the microscopic Hamiltonian particle system and derived the
expressions of the slip length. Our key assumptions are: i) the correlation functions of the momentum
fluxes behave as (57); and ii) the length and time scales are separated. In the reminder of this paper, we
employ the linearized fluctuating hydrodynamics instead of the microscopic particle system. Assuming
that the macroscopic behavior of the fluid is described by the linearized fluctuating hydrodynamics,
we demonstrate the validity of results obtained in the previous sections. In this section, we explain the
details of our model.
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7.1 Linearized fluctuating hydrodynamics
We study a linearized fluctuating hydrodynamics with the partial slip boundary condition. The ge-
ometry of the system is the same as that studied in Sect. 2. The system is defined in the region
[0,Lx]× [0,Ly]× [0,L]. Let v˜a(r, t) be a fluctuating velocity field in an incompressible fluid. The time
evolution of v˜a(r, t) is described by the incompressible Navier–Stokes equation with stochastic fluxes,
ρ
∂v˜a
∂t
+
∂J˜ab
∂rb
= 0, (132)
where twice repeated indices are assumed to be summed over. The momentum flux tensor J˜ab(r, t) is
given by
J˜ab = p˜δab − η
(∂v˜a
∂rb
+
∂v˜b
∂ra
)
+ s˜ab, (133)
where s˜ab(r, t) is the Gaussian random stress tensor satisfying〈
s˜ab(r, t)s˜cd(r′, t′)
〉
= 2kBTη
[
δacδbd + δadδbc − 2
3
δabδcd
]
δ3(r − r′)δ(t− t′). (134)
The pressure term in (133) is used to enforce the incompressibility condition,
∂v˜a(r, t)
∂ra
= 0. (135)
In this study, we ignore the nonlinear effect induced by the advection term. We impose periodic
boundary conditions along the x and y axes and the partial slip boundary condition with slip length
BA and BB at z = 0 and z = L respectively, specifically,
v˜x(r)
∣∣∣
z=0
− VA = BA ∂v˜
x(r)
∂z
∣∣∣
z=0
, (136)
and
VB − v˜x(r)
∣∣∣
z=L
= BB ∂v˜
x(r)
∂z
∣∣∣
z=L
, (137)
where VA and VB are the wall velocities. In this section, we focus on stationary walls. That is, we set
to VA = VB = 0.
In the calculations using the fluctuating hydrodynamics, we convert all the quantities to the di-
mensionless form by setting L = τmarco = kBT = 1 in order to measure all the quantities on the
macroscopic scale. Here, τmacro is given by
τmacro =
L2ρ
η
, (138)
which represents the relaxation time of the incompressible fluid. We note that the units in this section
are different from those in Sec. 5, where all quantities are measured on the microscopic scale.
We remark on the ultraviolet cutoff of the fluctuating hydrodynamics. The ultraviolet cutoff is
given by (ξuv, τuv). In particular, τuv in the hydrodynamic description is assumed to be
τuv =
ξ2uvρ
η
. (139)
Using an ultraviolet cutoff, we rewrite the properties of the stochastic flux, (134), in a more precise
form 〈
s˜ab(r, t)s˜cd(r′, t′)
〉
= 2kBTη
[
δacδbd + δadδbc − 2
3
δabδcd
]
D3(|r − r′|)T (|t− t′|). (140)
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where D3(d) and T (s) are given by
D3(d)
{
= (4piξ3uv/3)
−1, for d < ξuv,
= 0, for d ≥ ξuv,
(141)
and
T (s)
{
= 1/2τuv, for s < τuv,
= 0, for s ≥ τuv.
(142)
The functions D3(d) and T (s) correspond to regularized functions of δ3(r) and δ(t).
We assume that the cutoff length ξuv satisfies the condition ξmicro  ξuv  ξmacro. Furthermore,
we assume that the slip lengths BA and BB are O(ξmicro). Through later discussions, this assump-
tion is found to be inevitable when we compare the results obtained from the linearized fluctuating
hydrodynamics with those obtained from the underlying microscopic theory.
7.2 Calculated quantities
We focus on the time correlation functions of the forces that the fluid exerts on walls A and B. For
this purpose, we define F˜A(t) as
F˜A(t) =
∫
z=ξuv
dxdy J˜xz(r, t)
= −η∂zV˜x(ξuv, t) + S˜xz(ξuv, t), (143)
where
V˜x(z, t) =
∫
z
dxdy v˜x(r, t), (144)
and
S˜ab(z, t) =
∫
z
dxdy s˜ab(r, t). (145)
F˜B(t) is also written as the similar form. Then, we define the time correlation functions:
Cαβ(t, t
′) ≡
〈
F˜α(t)F˜β(t′)
〉
, (146)
where α, β = A,B. We note that F˜A(t) is defined by the surface integral at z = ξuv, not z = 0.
Therefore, F˜A(t) is not necessarily the force acting on wall A. However, when we focus on Cαβ(t, 0) in
the time region t  τuv, we conjecture that Cαβ(t, 0) is nearly equal to the time correlation function
of the forces acting on walls by smoothing out the motion of the fluid occurring in the region of ξuv
scale. Then, we introduce a time τfmeso as the minimum time that Cαβ(t, 0) can be identified with the
correlation function of the forces acting on walls. We assume that τfmeso satisfies the condition:
τuv  τfmeso  τmacro. (147)
Hereafter, we consider only the region t & τfmeso. Also, in order to avoid a proliferation of symbols, we
below set ξuv = +0. For example, F˜A(t) is written as
F˜A(t) =
[
− η∂zV˜x(+0, t) + S˜xz(+0, t)
]
. (148)
By the definition (134), S˜xz-S˜xz correlation function is calculated as〈
S˜xz(z, t)S˜xz(z′, t′)
〉
= 2kBTηAxyδ(z − z′)δ(t− t′), (149)
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where δ(z − z′) is interpreted as the same form as (141). Using the explicit form of F˜A(t) given in
(143), (146) is rewritten as the sum of four terms,
CAA(t, t
′) = η2
〈
∂zV˜x(+0, t)∂zV˜x(+0, t′)
〉
+
〈
S˜xz(+0, t)S˜xz(+0, t′)
〉
− η
〈
∂zV˜x(+0, t)S˜xz(+0, t′)
〉
− η
〈
∂zV˜x(+0, t′)S˜xz(+0, t)
〉
. (150)
For a function f(t), we define its Fourier transform as
f(ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dteiωtf(t), (151)
where we use the notation f(ω) for the Fourier transform of f(t). Due to the time translational
invariance in equilibrium, CAA(t, t
′) is expressed in the form
CAA(t, t
′) =
∫
dω
2pi
CAA(ω)e
−iω(t−t′) (152)
with
CAA(ω) = η
2
〈
∂zV˜x(+0, ω)∂zV˜x(+0,−ω)
〉
+
〈
S˜xz(+0, ω)S˜xz(+0,−ω)
〉
− η
〈
∂zV˜x(+0, ω)S˜xz(+0,−ω)
〉
− η
〈
∂zV˜x(+0,−ω)S˜xz(+0, ω)
〉
. (153)
8 Explicit Form of CAA(ω)
The linearized fluctuating hydrodynamics describes the macroscopic motion of the fluid. Therefore, by
calculating CAA(t, t
′) in the linearized fluctuating hydrodynamics, a part of (57) can be replaced with
more appropriate form. The explicit form of CAA(ω) in ω . 2pi/τfmeso is given by
CAA(ω)
2ηkBTAxy
=
∣∣∣ q
∆
∣∣∣2[( 1
qR
+
|q|2
qR
B2B + 4qRBABB
)
sinh(2qRL) + 2
(BA + BB + |q|2BAB2B) cosh(2qRL)
+
( 1
qR
− |q|
2
qR
B2B − 4qRBABB
)
sin(2qRL) + 2
(BA + BB − |q|2BAB2B) cos(2qRL)]
+ δ(0)
∣∣∣ q
∆
∣∣∣2[4qRB2ABB sinh(2qRL)− 4qRB2ABB sin(2qRL)
+ 2B2A
(
1 + |q|2B2B
)
cosh(2qRL) + 2B2A
(
1− |q|2B2B
)
cos(2qRL) + 4B2B
]
(154)
with
∆ = (1 + qBA)(1 + qBB)eqL − (1− qBA)(1− qBB)e−qL, (155)
where q is given by
q = qR − iqR (156)
with
qR =
√
ωρ
2η
. (157)
In this section, we show the derivation of (154). The method of calculation is essentially the same as
that in Monahan et al. [56]. They claimed that the cross correlations between the random stress tensor
and other fluctuating fields vanish. However, by directly calculating these correlations, we shall show
that these correlations do not vanish and the previous results are modified.
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8.1 Green function
Integrating (132) and (133) over the xy plane yields the equation of motion for V˜x(z, t),
ρ
∂V˜x
∂t
= η∂2z V˜x + ∂zS˜xz. (158)
In the frequency domain, (158) is expressed as
(
∂2z − q2
)V˜x = −1
η
∂zS˜xz (159)
with
q2 = − iωρ
η
. (160)
The stochastic properties of S˜xz in the frequency domain are given by〈
S˜xz(z, ω)S˜xz(z′, ω′)
〉
= 2ηkBTAxyδ(z − z′)δ(ω + ω′). (161)
The Green function of (159) is defined as the solution of the equation
(
∂2z − q2
)
G(z, z2;ω) = −1
η
δ(z − z2) (162)
with boundary conditions
G(z = 0, z2;ω) = BA ∂G(z, z2;ω)
∂z
∣∣∣
z=0
, (163)
and
G(z = L, z2;ω) = −BB ∂G(z, z2;ω)
∂z
∣∣∣
z=L
. (164)
As discussed in Refs. [57, 58], the general solutions of (162) are given by
G(z, z2;ω) = g1e
−qz + g2eq(z−L) +
1
2ηq
e−q|z−z2|, (165)
where g1 and g2 are arbitrary constants. Using the boundary conditions, g1 and g2 are determined to
be
g1 = − 1
2ηq∆
(
(1− qBA)(1 + qBB)eq(L−z2) − (1− qBA)(1− qBB)e−q(L−z2)
)
, (166)
and
g2 = − 1
2ηq∆
(
(1 + qBA)(1− qBB)eqz2 − (1− qBA)(1− qBB)e−qz2
)
(167)
with
∆ = (1 + qBA)(1 + qBB)eqL − (1− qBA)(1− qBB)e−qL. (168)
Therefore, the Green function is expressed as (165) with (166) and (167).
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8.2 Expression of CAA(ω) in terms of Green function
The solution of (159) with the partial slip boundary condition is expressed in terms of the Green
function as
V˜x(z, ω) =
∫ L
0
dz2G(z, z2, ω)∂z2 S˜xz(z2, ω). (169)
We note that the integration limits on the right-hand side are z2 = 0 and z2 = L, not z2 = ξuv and
z2 = L − ξuv. Using this expression for the fluctuating velocity fields (169), we may rewrite (153) in
terms of the Green function. We sketch this calculation below; see Appendix A for technical aspects
of the calculation.
We consider the velocity-velocity correlation function. By using (169), we obtain〈
V˜x(z, ω)V˜x(z′,−ω)
〉
=
∫ L
0
dz2
∫ L
0
dz′2G(z, z2, ω)G(z
′, z′2,−ω)
〈
∂z2 S˜xz(z2, ω)∂z′2 S˜xz(z′2,−ω)
〉
. (170)
Using the properties of the random stress (161) and performing an integration by parts yield〈
V˜x(z, ω)V˜x(z′,−ω)
〉
= 2AxyηkBT
∫ L
0
dz2
∫ L
0
dz′2G(z, z2, ω)G(z
′, z′2, ω)∂z2∂z′2δ(z2 − z′2)
= 2AxyηkBT
∫ L
0
dz2∂z2G(z, z2;−ω)∂z2G(z′, z2;−ω)
+ 2AxyηkBT
(
G(z, 0;ω)∂z2G(z
′, 0;−ω)−G(z,L;ω)∂z2G(z′,L;−ω)
)
+ 2AxyηkBTδ(0)
(
G(z,L;ω)G(z′,L;ω) +G(z, 0;ω)G(z′, 0;−ω)
)
. (171)
Here, by recalling the regularization of the delta function, we find that δ(0) in the last line equals
2/ξuv. Then, the first term of (153) is expressed as〈
∂zV˜x(+0, ω)∂zV˜x(+0,−ω)
〉
= 2AxyηkBT
∫ L
0
dz2∂z∂z2G(+0, z2;ω)∂z∂z2G(+0, z2;−ω)
+ 2AxyηkBT
(
∂zG(+0, 0;ω)∂z∂z2G(+0, 0;−ω)− ∂zG(+0,L;ω)∂z∂z2G(+0,L;−ω)
)
+ 2AxyηkBTδ(0)
(
∂zG(+0,L;ω)∂zG(+0,L;−ω) + ∂zG(+0, 0;ω)∂zG(+0, 0;−ω)
)
. (172)
Similar calculations apply to the remaining terms of (153) and lead to〈
∂zV˜x(+0, ω)S˜xz(+0,−ω)
〉
+
〈
∂zV˜x(+0,−ω)S˜xz(+0, ω)
〉
= −2AxyηkBT
(
∂z∂z2G(+0,+0;ω) + ∂z∂z2G(+0,+0;−ω)
)
. (173)
Finally, by recalling (161), we obtain the full expression of CAA(ω) in terms of the Green function,
CAA(ω)
2ηkBTAxy
= δ(0)− η
(
∂z∂z2G(+0,+0;ω) + ∂z∂z2G(+0,+0;−ω)
)
+ η2
∫ L
0
dz2∂z∂z2G(+0, z2;ω)∂z∂z2G(+0, z2;−ω)
+ η2
(
∂zG(+0, 0;ω)∂z∂z2G(+0, 0;−ω)− ∂zG(+0,L;ω)∂z∂z2G(+0,L;−ω)
)
+ η2δ(0)
(
∂zG(+0,L;ω)∂zG(+0,L;−ω) + ∂zG(+0, 0;ω)∂zG(+0, 0;−ω)
)
, (174)
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where δ(0) = 2/ξuv. We note that the third and fourth lines of (174) stem from the surface terms of
the integration by parts. When we consider the infinite system or the stick boundary condition, these
surface terms are zero. Having imposed the partial slip boundary condition on the walls, we cannot
neglect these terms.
8.3 explicit form of CAA(ω)
Now, substituting the explicit form of the Green function (165) into (174), we obtain the explicit form
of CAA(ω), (154).
By straightforward calculation, the derivatives of the Green function contained in (174) are given
by
∂zG(+0, 0;ω) = − q
η∆
BA(1 + qBB)qL − q
η∆
BA(1− qBB)−qL, (175)
∂zG(+0,L;ω) = 2q
η∆
BB , (176)
∂z∂z2G(+0, z2;ω) = −
q
η∆
(1 + qBB)eq(L−z2) − q
η∆
(1− qBB)e−q(L−z2) + 1
η
δ(+0− z2) (177)
for ω . 2pi/τfmeso. Here, the condition ω . 2pi/τfmeso is used to yield the relation
eqξuv ' 1. (178)
Substituting these derivatives into (174) leads to the explicit form of CAA(ω), (154).
9 Behaviors of CAA(ω) for limiting cases
In the previous section, we obtained the explicit form of CAA(ω), (154). This equation is so complicated
and inconvenient to argue the behavior of CAA(t, t
′). In this section, we obtain more simple forms of
CAA(ω) for some limiting cases and discuss the relationship with the Green–Kubo formulae obtained
from the underlying microscopic theory.
9.1 Behavior of CAA(ω) in low- and high- frequency regions
We focus on CAA(ω) in the low- and high- frequency regions, which are defined as
ω  2pi
τmacro
, (179)
and
2pi
τmacro
 ω ' 2pi
τfmeso
, (180)
respectively. CAA(ω) in these regions can be calculated by straightforwardly taking the limits ω → 0
and ω → ∞ of (154). Then, we simply express these regions as ω → 0 and ω → ∞. Here, we again
stress that all the quantities are converted to the dimensionless form by setting L = τmarco = kBT = 1.
We first consider ω →∞. By noting
lim
ω→∞
∣∣∣ q
∆
∣∣∣2 = e2qRL|q|2B2AB2B , (181)
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we find that the finite contribution of (154) is calculated as
lim
ω→∞
CAA(ω)
2ηkBTAxy
= lim
ω→∞
∣∣∣ q
∆
∣∣∣2[2|q|2BAB2B cosh(2qRL) + δ(0)2|q|2B2AB2B cosh(2qRL)]
=
1
BA + δ(0). (182)
Recalling that δ(0) = O(ξ−1uv ), the assumption BA = BB = O(ξmicro) leads to
lim
ω→∞
CAA(ω)
2kBTAxy
=
η
BA
(
1 +O(
ξmicro
ξuv
)
)
, (183)
where we have used the relation (65). By recalling the assumption ξmicro  ξuv  ξmacro, we find that
the second term may be neglected.
We next consider ω → 0. By using the expansion of ∆ as
∆ ∼ 2q(BA + BB + L) (184)
in ω → 0, we obtain
lim
ω→0
CAA(ω)
2ηkBTAxy
=
1
BA + BB + L + δ(0)
B2A + B2B
(BA + BB + L)2 . (185)
By empoying the assumptions BA = BB = O(ξmicro), δ(0) = O(ξ−1uv ) and L = O(ξmacro), we expand
(185) in  = ξmicro/ξmacro as
lim
ω→0
CAA(ω)
2kBTAxy
=
η
L
{
1− (BAL +
BB
L ) + o()
}
. (186)
Then, we find that the final term may be neglected.
Equations (183) and (186) lead to the fact that the terms proportional to δ(0) are the higher terms
in . Furthermore, we can show that this fact is satisfied for all the equations in the reminder of this
paper. Therefore, in the reminder of this paper, we neglect the terms proportional to δ(0).
9.2 Green–Kubo formulae of the slip length
The behaviors of CAA(ω) in the high- and low- frequency regions are given by relations (183) and
(186), respectively, which are then written as integrals over time correlation functions and correspond
to the Green–Kubo formulae.
We start with the expression (183) to obtain
η
BA ' limω→∞
CAA(ω)
2kBTAxy
=
1
kBTAxy
lim
ω→∞
∫ ∞
0
dtCAA(t, 0)e
iωt
=
1
kBTAxy
∫ ∞
0
dtCAA(t, 0)e
it/τfmeso , (187)
where we have used the property CAA(t, 0) = CAA(−t, 0). Here, we recall that we ignore the time region
t < τfmeso because CAA(t, 0) in this region dose not correspond to the autocorrelation function of the
force acting on wall A. Then, we impose as the additional assumption that the behavior of CAA(t, 0)
in t < τfmeso is coarse-grained into the generation of the fluctuation at t = 0. Because CAA(t, 0) is
expressed as a smooth function in t > τmeso, the additional assumption yields that CAA(t, 0) is written
in the form
CAA(t, 0) = δ(t)
∫ τfmeso
0
dsCAA(s, 0) + f(t), (188)
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where f(t) is the smooth function part of CAA(t, 0). By substituting (188) into (187) and using that
the factor eit/τ
f
meso describes a rapid oscillation, (187) may be rewritten in the Green–Kubo form
η
BA ' γ˜AA(τ
f
meso) (189)
with
γ˜αβ(τ) =
1
kBTAxy
∫ τ
0
ds
〈F˜α(s)F˜β(0)〉. (190)
γ˜αβ(τ) defined in the fluctuating hydrodynamics corresponds to (82) in the linear response theory.
We now recall that the statistical mechanical expression of the slip length derived from the underlying
microscopic dynamics is given by (93), which contains two parameters dA and zA. The Green–Kubo
formula (189) corresponds to the statistical mechanical expression of dA given by (90). From this
correspondence, we conjecture that τfmeso is contained in the crossover region of 〈F xA(τ)F xA(0)〉eq from
the microscopic behavior to the macroscopic behavior. In summary, we find that the expression of the
slip length in the fluctuating hydrodynamic description is given by (93) with zA = 0.
Next, from the expression (186), we obtain
η
L
{
1− (BAL +
BB
L )
} ' lim
ω→0
CAA(ω)
2kBTAxy
=
1
kBTAxy
lim
ω→0
∫ ∞
0
dtCAA(t, 0)e
iωt
=
1
kBTAxy
∫ ∞
0
dt
〈F˜A(t)F˜A(0)〉. (191)
Here, we focus on the deterministic motion of the fluid with the wall velocities VA and VB . By solving
the deterministic Navier–Stokes equation, we have〈F˜A(∞)〉
Axy
=
η
L+ BA + BB (VA − VB). (192)
Assuming BA = BB = O(ξmicro), we obtain〈F˜A(∞)〉
Axy
= γ˜AA(∞)(VA − VB) + o(). (193)
Comparing (193) with (100) and (115), we find that the linear response relation for the force acting
on wall A derived in Sec. 6 holds to the first order in .
We comment on the other linear response relations derived in Sect. 6. Because the calculation is
performed in a similar manner to CAA(ω), we present only the results. See Appendix B for several
technical details of this calculation. First, we have the relation
lim
ω→0
CAA(ω) = − lim
ω→0
CAB(ω) = − lim
ω→0
CBA(ω) = lim
ω→0
CBB(ω), (194)
which corresponds to (115), (116) and (120). Second, we obtain
1
kBTAxy
∫ ∞
0
dt
〈V˜x(z, t)F˜A(0)〉 = (1− zL + BBL ) + (1− zL )(BAL + BBL ) + o(), (195)
and
1
kBTAxy
∫ ∞
0
dt
〈V˜x(z, t)F˜B(0)〉 = ( zL + BAL )− zL (BAL + BBL ) + o(). (196)
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Moreover, by focusing on the deterministic motion of the fluid between the walls moving with velocities
VA and VB , we have
1
Axy
〈V˜x(z,∞)〉 = L+ BB − zL+ BA + BB VA + BA + zL+ BA + BB VB . (197)
By combining (195), (196) and (197), we obtain
1
Axy
〈V˜x(z,∞)〉 = γ˜vA(z,∞)VA + γ˜vB(z,∞)VB + o(), (198)
where γ˜vα(z, τ) is defined as
γ˜vα(z, τ) =
1
kBTAxy
∫ τ
0
ds
〈V˜x(z, s)F˜A(0)〉, (199)
where α = A,B. γ˜vα(z, τ) defined in the fluctuating hydrodynamics corresponds to (99) in the linear
response theory. Equation (198) is the linear response relation associated with (98).
Combining the linear response relations (193) and (198), we obtain an expression of the slip length,
BA
(
1 + o()
)
=
ηγ˜vB(z,∞)
γ˜AA(∞) − z (200)
for any position z. This corresponds to the expression (127) derived in Sect. 6. Using the exact expres-
sions of γ˜vB(z,∞), (196), and γ˜AA(∞), (191), we find that the right-hand side of (200) is independent
of z.
9.3 Behavior of CAA(ω) for the limit L → ∞
The results in Sects. 9.1 and 9.2 are obtained for the finite size system. We now consider the behavior
of CAA(ω) for the limit L → ∞.
By noting
lim
L→∞
∣∣∣ q
∆
∣∣∣2 = |q|2|1 + qBA|2|1 + qBB |2e2qRL , (201)
we calculate (154) in L → ∞ as
lim
L→∞
CAA(ω)
2ηkBTAxy
=
qR(1 + 2qRBA)
1 + 2qRBA + 2q2RB2A
, (202)
where we have ignored the terms proportional to δ(0). The expression (202) is independent of BB .
Then, by considering (202) in the low- and high- frequency regions, we obtain
lim
ω→∞ limL→∞
CAA(ω)
2ηkBTAxy
= lim
ω→∞
[ 1
BA −
1
qR
1
2B2A
]
=
1
BA , (203)
lim
ω→0
lim
L→∞
CAA(ω)
2ηkBTAxy
= lim
ω→0
√
ρ
2η
ω
1
2 = 0. (204)
By comparing (203) and (204) to (183) and (186), we find that two limits ω → ∞ (or ω → 0) and
L → ∞ can be interchanged. Furthermore, we note that these properties (203) and (204) may be
expressed in terms of γ˜AA(τ) defined by (190):
lim
τ→τfmeso
lim
L→∞
γ˜AA(τ) =
η
BA , (205)
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and
lim
τ→∞ limL→∞
γ˜AA(τ) = 0. (206)
This nature is in contrast to that of the correlation function of momentum current J˜ab(r, t). The
correlation function of momentum current J˜ab(r, t) is calculated as [59, 60]
1
2kBTη
〈
J˜xz(k, ω)J˜xz(−k,−ω)〉 = (ρω)2
η2k4 + (ρω)2
(207)
with
J˜ab(k, ω) =
∫
d3r
∫
dteik·reiωtJ˜ab(r, t), (208)
where we have imposed the periodic boundary conditions in all directions. We focus on η˜(t;L) defined
by
η˜(τ,L) = 1
kBT
∫ τ
0
dt
〈
J˜xz(k, t)J˜xz(−k, 0)〉∣∣∣
k=( 2piL ,
2pi
L ,
2pi
L )
. (209)
By using the exact equation (207) and repeating the similar calculation in Sect. 9.2, we obtain the
properties of η˜(t;L):
η˜(τuv,L) = η, (210)
lim
τ→∞ η˜(τ,L) = 0, (211)
and
lim
τ→∞ limL→∞
η˜(τ,L) = η. (212)
Equation (210) is equivalent to the properties of the stochastic flux, (134), and is just the definition
of the viscosity η. On the other hand, (212) is the Green–Kubo-like formula that holds only in the
linearized fluctuating hydrodynamics. From (211) and (212), we find that two limits τ → ∞ and
L → ∞ cannot commute for η˜(t;L).
Finally, we explain the relationship between the result obtained in the linearized fluctuating hydro-
dynamics and the tentative prescription suggested by Bocquet and Barrat in [35, 44]. In these papers,
they proposed that in order to obtain the correct slip length from (189) (or Eq. (93)), the system size
limit L → ∞ should be taken before performing the time integration to infinity. However, from (206),
we find that this prescription does not yield the correct slip length. We note that such prescription
is useful to obtain the correct viscosity from η˜(t;L) in the linearized fluctuating hydrodynamics, as
shown in (211) and (212).
10 Equilibrium measurement of slip length
10.1 Previous studies
Previously, several different methods were suggested to calculate the slip length using equilibrium
molecular dynamics (EMD). Because each method is based on different models and assumptions, the
relationship among the methods remains unclear and the research group who proposed one method
often misunderstood the other methods. In this subsection, we organize representative methods based
on our theory.
Here, we recall the existence of two characteristic time τmeso and τ
f
meso. τmeso is defined as the
time to characterize the crossover region from the microscopic behavior to the macroscopic behavior
of 〈F xA(τ)F xA(0)〉eq (See Sect. 4.2). τfmeso is defined as the minimum time that CAA(t, 0) calculated in
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the fluctuating hydrodynamics can be identified with the autocorrelation function of the force acting
on wall A (See Sect. 7.2). As shown in Sect. 9.2, the assumption τfmeso = τmeso leads to the consistency
between the results obtained in the underlying microscopic theory and in the linearized fluctuating
hydrodynamics. Therefore, in this section, we assume τfmeso = τmeso.
The first method to predict the slip length using EMD was presented by Bocquet and Barrat [35].
They evaluated the slip length from the Green–Kubo formula
η
bBBA
=
1
AxykBT
∫ ∞
0
ds
〈
F xA(s)F
x
A(0)
〉
eq
. (213)
They treated the integration to infinity by introducing a cutoff upper time τBB, which is defined from
the first zero of
〈
F xA(s)F
x
A(0)
〉
eq
. Because τBB is related to the relaxation time of
〈
F xA(s)F
x
A(0)
〉
eq
[61,
62], we interpret that τBB is a practical estimation of τmeso. Then, we conclude that b
BB
A = b
meso
A (See
Sect. 5.4).
Next, Petravic and Harrowell [37] numerically investigated the behavior of
〈
F xA(s)F
x
A(0)
〉
eq
and
proposed the following Green–Kubo formula
η
L+ 2bPHA
=
1
AxykBT
∫ ∞
0
ds
〈
F xA(s)F
x
A(0)
〉
eq
, (214)
where walls A and B are assumed to have microscopically same structure. They evaluated the inte-
gration to infinity as the value of the time integral after it had reached a constant value. This time
corresponds to τss in our theory. Then, we find that b
PH
A = b
ss
A (See Sect. 6.4). Here, we note that b
PH
A
is dependent on the choice of the system size L. They chose L as the true system size, which coincides
with our choice in Sect. 6.4.
Recently, Huang and Szlufarska [40] proposed a new method, which employs the following Green–
Kubo formula
η
bHSA
=
1
AxykBT (1− IHS)
∫ ∞
0
ds
N∑
i=1
〈
F xA(ri(s), s)F
x
A(ri(0), 0)
〉
eq
(215)
with
IHS =
1
kBT
∫ ∞
0
ds
〈
uxslab(s)F
x
A(ri(0), 0)
〉
eq
, (216)
where uˆxslab(Γ ) is defined as the average velocity of the particles in the slab [0, Lx]× [0, Ly]× [0, ∆]:
uˆxslab(Γ ) =
1
Nslab
∑
zi∈[0,∆]
pˆxi
m
. (217)
Here, Nslab is the particle number in the slab and ∆ is chosen as sufficiently small value. The integration
to infinity was evaluated by the same method as Petravic and Harrowell. This expression might appear
to be related to the expression of bssA, (127). Actually, by dividing the correlation function of the total
force Fˆ xA(Γ ) into the correlations between the same particle and the ones between the different particles:
1
AxykBT
∫ ∞
0
ds
〈
F xA(s)F
x
A(0)
〉
eq
=
1
AxykBT
∫ ∞
0
ds
N∑
i=1
〈
F xA(ri(s), s)F
x
A(ri(0), 0)
〉
eq
+
1
AxykBT
∫ ∞
0
ds
∑
i 6=j
〈
F xA(ri(s), s)F
x
A(rj(0), 0)
〉
eq
, (218)
and ignoring correlation between the different particles (second term), (127) is rewritten as
η
bssA + z0
=
1
AxykBT (1− γPA(z0, τss)/ρ)
∫ τss
0
ds
N∑
i=1
〈
F xA(ri(s), s)F
x
A(ri(0), 0)
〉
eq
, (219)
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where we have used (119). If
1
kBT
∫ ∞
0
ds
〈
uxslab(s)F
x
A(ri(0), 0)
〉
eq
=
1
kBTρ
∫ τss
0
ds
〈
pix(z, s)F xα (0)
〉
eq
(220)
holds where z is an appropriate point near wall A, by replacing γPA(z0, τss)/ρ in (219) with I
HS ,
we can obtain (215). However, the expression of bssA, (127), holds only when z0 is chosen in the bulk
and we cannot substitute z0 near wall A into (219). Therefore, because this replacement is beyond
our theory, our microscopic theory does not validate the expression (215). On the other hand, the
linearized fluctuating hydrodynamics validates the expression (215) because the expression (200) does
not contain this problem.
Finally, we explain the work by Hansen et al. [39]. They predicted the slip length by the following
formula
η
bHTDA
=
∫∞
0
ds〈uxslab(0)F xA(s)〉eq∫∞
0
ds〈uxslab(0)uxslab(s)〉eq
, (221)
where the integration to infinity was evaluated by the same method as Petravic and Harrowell, specif-
ically, taking the value of the time integral after it had reached a constant value. Therefore, their
expression is related to the linear response theory at τss-scale. Indeed, this expression is derived from
the linearized fluctuating hydrodynamics, as briefly explained in Appendix C.
These results are summarized in Table 1 (See Sect. 1.2).
10.2 Proposal of a new method
As shown in Table 1, almost all methods for calculating the slip length from EMD employ the data
of the correlation functions at t = τss. Because τss is longer than the relaxation time of the fluid, the
calculation of the correlation functions to t = τss demands a high computational cost. Therefore, we
conjecture that the methods related to τmeso-scale are more practical.
The method for employing the linear response theory at τmeso-scale was proposed only by Bocquet
and Barrat. The difficulty of their method stems from the uncertain nature of τmeso. Actually, in the
EMD, the behavior of γ˜AA(τ) at τmeso-scale is observed as the crossover from the microscopic behavior
to the macroscopic behavior [61, 62]. Then, the determination of τmeso from the crossover region is
rather difficult.
We propose a new method that determines the slip length without any determination of τmeso.
This method employs the explicit form of the time correlation function obtained from the linearized
fluctuating hydrodynamics, (154). First, if we can numerically obtain
〈
F xA(t)F
x
A(0)
〉
eq
from t = τmicro
to t = τss, then BA, BB , and L can be obtained by fitting (154) to this data. In order to obtain BA
from the data up to smaller t, we expand (154) at ω →∞. By using the expansion∣∣∣q2
∆
∣∣∣2 = e−2qRLB2AB2B − 2qRe
−2qRL
|q|2
BA + BB
B3AB3B
+O(
e−
√
ω
ω
), (222)
(154) is expanded at ω →∞ as
CAA(ω) =
1
BA −
√
η
2ρ
1
B2A
ω−
1
2 +O(ω−1), (223)
where we have ignored the terms proportional to δ(0). As shown in Sect. 9, the first term of (223) is
related to BB’s formula. The second term provides how γ˜AA(τ) goes out from the crossover region at
τmeso-scale. We conjecture that by numerically observing the ω
−1/2 diffusion BA can be determined
regardless of the uncertain nature of τmeso. This method provides a straightforward extension of the
method by Bocquet and Barrat.
Conversely, we can confirm the validity of the assumptions employing throughout this paper (see
Sect. 4) by comparing between the theoretical result (223) and the result of EMD. We consider that
numerical verification is important to more deeply understand our theory.
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Fig. 5 Diagram illustrating the relationship between the derivations of two statistical mechanical expressions of the slip
length.
11 Concluding remarks
In this paper, we derived several statistical mechanical expressions of the slip length on the basis of the
microscopic dynamics and the linearized fluctuating hydrodynamics. These expressions were suggested
in the literatures, but our derivation is more general than the previous ones in that all expressions are
derived from the single model. Our derivation clarifies that the existence of two different time scales
must be carefully taken in account in order to avoid the confusion between these expressions. More
precise summary of this paper is given in Sect. 1.2. In closing the paper, we make some remarks.
In Sect. 7, the nonlinear fluctuation effects were neglected. It has been known that mixing of the
fluctuations of the macroscopic density fields by the nonlinear streaming effect leads to a long-time
tail in the correlation function of the momentum flux and breaks the separation of scales [63]. As
a result, the bare transport coefficients that appear in the nonlinear fluctuating hydrodynamics are
different from the transport coefficients in the linearized fluctuating hydrodynamics. In Sect. 4, we
assumed the separation of scales and neglected the long-time tail in the time correlation functions of
the momentum fluxes. Then, the nonlinear fluctuating effects were neglected in the phenomenological
argument for the formulae obtained from the microscopic dynamics. Therefore, because we were not
concerned with the long-time tail effects in the discussion employing the fluctuating hydrodynamics,
we neglected the nonlinear advection term that leads to the long time tail. As a related study, Wolynes
developed the mode-mode coupling theory of the compressible fluid in the presence of a plane wall and
reported that the correction to the bare slip length is of order 10−9m [64, 65]. Recalling that in our
derivation the slip length is O(ξmicro), we conjecture that the contribution of the nonlinear effect is
non-negligible. Therefore, developing a more careful discussion taking the long-time tail into account
is an open problem for subsequent study.
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Our derivations suggested that the partial slip boundary condition holds when the slip length is
O(ξmicro). Here, we briefly discuss what happens when the slip length is O(ξmeso). We conjecture that
there is no partial slip boundary condition with the mesoscopic slip length. For example, consider (89).
If dA and zA were O(ξmeso), there would be no reason why the second term on the right-hand side of
(89) is neglected in the first order approximation in . Therefore, we consider that a boundary condition
containing the higher-order derivative of the velocity field is plausible. In Ref. [55], we discussed deriving
such boundary conditions based on several phenomenological assumptions.
Furthermore, we comment the relation between our derivation and the experiments concerning the
boundary condition. The typical value of the slip length reported from recent experiments is about
10nm [2, 4], which is consistent with our derivation. However, some pioneer experiments for special
situations reported that a slip length is of order 100nm [6, 66–69]. In such situations, the slip lengths
were dependent on the fluid velocity at walls [11, 49, 70]. Then, it remains to be elucidated what
boundary conditions must be imposed in such situations. We expect that our careful considerations
regarding the slip length provide the first step concerning this aspect.
In the present work, the microscopic approach is limited to atomically smooth surfaces, which are
represented as a collection of material points placed in a plane. Actually, most equilibrium measure-
ments of the slip length were performed only for such surfaces. However, our analysis of the fluctuating
hydrodynamics proposes that the statistical mechanical expressions derived from underlying micro-
scopic dynamics may hold beyond the atomically smooth surfaces because the model in Sect. 7 does
not mention the type of surfaces. Atomically smooth surfaces are very rare in nature, and most realistic
surfaces have finite roughness. It has not been elucidated how such roughness affects the value of the
slip length. We expect that the Green–Kubo formulae provide some solutions to this problem.
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Appendix A: Technical details of the calculation of CAA(ω)
In the calculation of (171), we detail how to proceed from the first to the second line. We perform an
integration by parts∫ L
0
dz2
∫ L
0
dz′2G(z, z2, ω)G(z
′, z′2,−ω)∂z2∂z′2δ(z2 − z′2)
=
[ ∫ L
0
dz2G(z, z2, ω)G(z
′, z′2,−ω)∂z2δ(z2 − z′2)
]z′2=L
z′2=0
−
∫ L
0
dz2
∫ L
0
dz′2G(z, z2, ω)∂z′2G(z
′, z′2,−ω)∂z2δ(z2 − z′2)
=
[
G(z, z2, ω)G(z
′,L,−ω)δ(z2 − L)
]z2=L
z2=0
−
∫ L
0
dz2∂z2G(z, z2, ω)G(z
′,L,−ω)δ(z2 − L)
−
[
G(z, z2, ω)G(z
′, 0,−ω)δ(z2 − 0)
]z2=L
z2=0
+
∫ L
0
dz2∂z2G(z, z2, ω)G(z
′, 0,−ω)δ(z2 − 0)
−
∫ L
0
dz′2G(z,L, ω)∂z′2G(z′, z′2,−ω)δ(L − z′2) +
∫ L
0
dz′2G(z, 0, ω)∂z′2G(z
′, z′2,−ω)δ(0− z′2)
+
∫ L
0
dz2
∫ L
0
dz′2∂z2G(z, z2, ω)∂z′2G(z
′, z′2,−ω)δ(z2 − z′2). (A.1)
The last expression contains integrals of the delta function weighted only at the edge of the integration
range. These integrals are calculated using the property:∫ L
0
dzδ(z) =
1
2
. (A.2)
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The Integration of the delta functions in (A.2) yields the second line of (171).
Appendix B: Sketch of the derivation of (195) and (196)
We sketch the derivation of (195) and (196). We introduce the time correlation functions Cvα(z, t, t
′)
as
Cvα(z, t, t
′) ≡ 〈V˜x(z, t)F˜α(t′)〉, (B.3)
where α = A,B. Equations (195) and (196) are written in terms of Cvα(z, t, t
′) as
1
kBTAxy
∫ ∞
0
dtCvA(z, t, 0) = (1− zL +
BB
L ) + (1−
z
L )(
BA
L +
BB
L ) + o(), (B.4)
and
1
kBTAxy
∫ ∞
0
dtCvB(z, t, 0) = (
z
L +
BA
L )−
z
L (
BA
L +
BB
L ) + o(). (B.5)
Since Cvα(z, t, 0) is the correlation function between the odd and even quantities under time reversal,
the equality
Cvα(z, t, 0) = −Cvα(z,−t, 0) (B.6)
holds. This is in contrast to Cαβ(t, 0) (α, β = A,B), which satisfies
Cαβ(t, 0) = Cαβ(−t, 0). (B.7)
Because of this property, we have
lim
ω→0
Cvα(z, ω) = lim
ω→0
∫ ∞
−∞
dtCvα(z, t, 0)e
iωt = 0. (B.8)
Therefore, we cannot repeat the calculation of (191) in deriving (B.4) and (B.5). We calculate (B.4)
and (B.5) using the following steps. First, we calculate the Fourier transform Cvα(z, ω) and obtain the
real-time correlation function in the form
Cvα(z, t, 0) =
∫
dω
2pi
Cvα(z, ω)e
−iωt. (B.9)
Next, we perform the integral in (B.9). Here, we assume that main contribution of Cvα(z, t, 0) in (B.4)
and (B.5) comes from the region ω ' 0. Finally, using this result, we calculate the time integral on the
left-hand side of (B.4) and (B.5).
We focus on (B.4). CvA(z, ω) is written in terms of the Green function as
CvA(z;ω)
2kBTAxy
= η∂z2G(z,+0;ω)− η2
∫ L
0
dz2∂z2G(z, z2;ω)∂z∂z2G(+0, z2;−ω)
− η2G(z, 0;ω)∂z∂z2G(+0, 0;−ω) + η2G(z,L;ω)∂z∂z2G(+0,L;−ω), (B.10)
where we ignore terms proportional to δ(0), such as the fourth line of (174). The leading contribution
of the Green function in ω is expressed as
G(z, z2;ω) ' (L+ BB − z)(BA + z2)
η(BA + BB + L)− iωρc (B.11)
for z > z2, and
G(z, z2;ω) ' (1 + BB − z2)(BA + z)
η(BA + BB + L)− iωρc (B.12)
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for z < z2, with
c ≡ BABBL+ 1
2
(BA + BB)L2 + 1
6
L3. (B.13)
We consider the first term of (B.10). Substituting (B.11) and (B.12) into the first term of (B.10)
produces
η∂z2G(z,+0;ω) ' −
η
iρc
L+ BB − z
ω − η(BA+BB+L)iρc
. (B.14)
Next, after performing the integral in ω, we obtain
η
∫
dω
2pi
∂z2G(z,+0;ω)e
−iωt =
η(L+ BB − z)
ρc
e−t
η(L+BA+BB)
ρc , (B.15)
which is a part of CvA(z, t, 0)/2kBTAxy obtained from the first term of (B.10). Finally, integrating the
right-hand side of (B.15) in t gives∫ ∞
0
dt
η(L+ BB − z)
ρc
e−t
η(L+BA+BB)
ρc =
L+ BB − z
L+ BA + BB . (B.16)
We calculate the remaining terms of (B.10) in the same manner. By collecting these results and
extracting the first order terms in , we obtain (B.4). Finally, we note that (B.5) is obtained by a
similar procedure.
Appendix C: Derivation of (221) from the linearized fluctuating dynamics
In this Appendix, we show a proof of (221) by employing the model in Sect. 7.
In our model, the average velocity of the particles in the slab, uˆxslab(Γ ), is replaced with the fluid
velocity near the wall, V˜x(+0, t). Based on this, we transform (221) to the expression with respect to
frequency. By recalling that
lim
ω→0
A(ω) =
∫ ∞
0
dsA(s), (C.17)
where A(t) is any function and A(ω) is the Fourier transform of A(t), (221) is rewritten as
η
bHTDA
=
limω→0DvA(+0, ω)
limω→0Dvv(+0, ω)
, (C.18)
where DvA(z, ω) is defined by (B.9) and Dvv(z, ω) is given by
Dvv(z, ω) =
∫ ∞
0
dt〈V˜x(z, t)V˜x(z, 0)〉eiωt. (C.19)
In Appendix B, limω→0DvA(+0, ω) is calculated as
lim
ω→0
DvA(+0, ω)
kBTAxy
=
L+ BB
L+ BA + BB , (C.20)
where we have ignored the terms proportional to δ(0). Then, we calculate Dvv(z, ω) in ω → 0. The
leading contribution of the Green function in ω → 0 is expressed as
G(z, z2;ω)→ (L+ BB − z)(BA + z2)
η(L+ BA + BB) (C.21)
for z > z2, and
G(z, z2;ω)→ (L+ BB − z2)(BA + z)
η(L+ BA + BB) (C.22)
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for z < z2. By recalling that Dvv(z, ω) is given by (171), we substitute (C.21) and (C.22) into (171).
This yields
lim
ω→0
Dvv(+0, ω)
kBTAxy
=
BA(L+ BB)
η(L+ BA + BB) , (C.23)
where we have ignored the terms proportional to δ(0). Substituting (C.20) and (C.23) into (C.18)
produces
bHTDA = BA. (C.24)
This is what we want to prove.
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